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Greetings... 1999 
We take great pleasure in writing this little note in our catalog 
to all our friends and to all iris lovers. We wish to thank you for 
your orders and express our appreciation for the many letters and 
cards we have received. It has been our privilege to serve you. We 
hope each of you can visit our gardens and talk iris and gardening 
with us in the near future. 
We shall try each year to attain a higher standard in the growing 
of better quality rhizomes. | 

Sincerely yours, 

KATHERINE and KENNETH FARLEY 

Many of you have asked about our season of bloom. The average “‘peak 
of bloom” is from May 10th to May 25th — extending into June. 

® 

* - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY BEFORE ORDERING — 

FKERMS: Cash. Please remit with postal or express money order or personal 
check. 

POSTAGE: Paid on orders of $5.00 or more. On orders under $5.00 please 
add fifty cents to cover postage and handling. 

SHIPPING will begin July 1, 1959 and end November 1, 1959. Orders will 
be filled in rotation. We do not substitute unless requested to do so. 

RHIZOMES are guaranteed to be free from all diseases, true to name and 
labeled. However, if for any reason you are not satisfied, please write 
us about it. 

EXTRAS: We would like to send extras in varieties of your choice, so please 
name several in the price range you are ordering. 

KATHERINE’S IRIS GARDENS 

3563 Jacksonville Highway 

Medford, Oregon 

MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN IRIS SOCIETY 

WAS. ies AGO take Bye 

Join the American Iris Society 



Specials 
SELECTION OF OLDER IRIS STILL AMONG OUR BEST 

Any 10 for $5.00 @ 

ADMIRATION 
ADMIRAL NIMITZ 
AFTER MIDNIGHT 
ALICIA 
ALTA MOHR 
ALLINE ROGERS 
ALMOND BLOSSOM 
APRICOT SUPREME 
ARABY ROSE 
ARAB CHIEF 
ARGUS PHEASANT 
ARLENE WOOD 
AUNT AMORET 
BEAU AMBER 
BELLERIVE 
BIRD SONG 
BLACK RUBY 
BLUE PARAKEET 
BLUE RHYTHM 
BLUE SHIMMER 
BOLD aeORPEK 
BORN YESTERDAY 
BRIGHT SONG 
BRYCE CANYON 
BONNY 
ALDURA 
AMANDINE 
AMBER GEM 
AUBURN 
AUGUSTA 
BARBARA LUDDY 
BAY SoA LE 
BLACK FOREST 
BLUE ANGEL WINGS 
BEUES VALLEY, 
BEN BOLT 
BLUE ELEGANCE 
BURGUNDY ROSE 
BUTTERFLY WINGS 
CAHOKIA 
CAMPFIRE GLOW 
CARLOSEL 
CAPE BON 
CARLSBAD CAVERN 
CASCADE ROSE 
CENTURIAN 
BANDED BEAUTY 
GEO TH tOPsnGOL Db 
CHERIE 
CER yaa e 
CLEAR SAILING 
GEIFFDEL 
CLOUDCAP 
COCK PHEASANT 
COLORCADE 
COPPER MEDALLION 

COTTON CANDY 
CALIFORNIA ROSE 
CARABELLA 
CASCADE SPLENDOR 
CASA MORENA 
CHAMOIS 
CHANTILLY 
CHINOOK PASS 
CHIVALRY 
CORDOVAN 
C2 May 
DANUBE WAVE 
DANCING WATERS 
DARK MELODY 
DAWN REFLECTION 
DREAMCASTLE 
DISPLAY 
DESERT SONG 
DEEPSBUTGTERCUR 
DRUM MAJOR 
EBEN 
EDWARD LAPHAM 
EMPRESS EUGENIE 
EBONY QUEEN 
ELIZABETH OF ENGLAND 
ELRRASO 
ELMOHR 
EXTRAVAGANZA 
ENVOY 
ESCAPADE 
FANTASY 
FIREDANCE 
FIRECRACKER 
FLAMBOYANCE 
FORT TICONDEROGA 
FROST GLINT 
FROSTY 
FLURRYMOHR 
GALA FINAL 
GARNET FLAME 
GARNET GLOW 
GAY ORCHID 
GAY BORDER 
GARDEN GLORY 
GENERAL PATTON 
GOLDEN RUSSET 
GOLDEN RUFFLES 
GOLD RUFFLES 
GOOD NEWS 
GOLDEN PLOVER 
GOLDEN SYMPHONY 
GOLD DUST 
GOLD TORCH 
GRACIOUS LADY 
GYPSY ROSE 
GYPSY CLASSIC 

Any 20 for $10.00 

GREEN PASTURE 
GREEN SHADOWS 
GOLDEN FLEECE 
GYPSY 
HARRIET THOREAU 
HEATHER ROSE 
HEIGHO 
HERITAGE 
HIGHLAND FLING 
HIGH COMMAND 
HONEY FLOW 
HIT PARADE 
HUMMING BIRD 
HI TIME 
HONOR BRIGHT 
HELEN McGREGOR 
INSPIRATION 
INDIANA NIGHT 
JANE PHILLIPS 
JACK FROST 
JOSEPH’S MANTLE 
KING JESTER 
LADY BASCOWAN 
LADY MOHR 
LAUREL HILL 
LEADING LADY 
LILAC LANE 
LADY LOUISE 
LOTHARIO 
LATE SUN 
LOUISE BLAKE 
LINDORA 
LOTTIE LEMBRICH 
LOVE LIGHT 
LOVE STORY 
MOHR ELEGANCE 
MOLTON 
MORNING BLUE 
MORNING BRIGHT 
MORNING MELODY 
MRS. D. PATTISON 

x 

MRS. SIDNEY MITCHELL 
MYSTIC MELODY 
MAJENICA 
MARQUITA 
MINNIE COLQUITT 
MASTER CHARLES 
MULBERRY ROSE 
MELLOW GLOW 
MELODIST 
MOONLIGHT SONATA 
NEW HORIZON 
NATIONAL WHITE 
NEBRASKA SUNSET 
NEW HOPE 
NEW SNOW 

One 
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NORAH PINK TOWER 
NOVELTY PURPLE MOOR 
OLA KALA QUECHEE 
ORELIO RADIATION 
OPERA PINK RAINBOW ROOM 
ORCHID MIST RANGER 
PACEMAKER RASPBERRY RIBBON 
PAGAN PRINCESS RICH RAIMENT 
PARADISE PINK RIPPLES 
PARAGON ROSE SPLENDOR 
EAR TYE DRESS ROYAL BAND 
PATHFINDER RED MAJESTY 
PEACH MERINGUE REDWYNE 
PHALANX RODEO 
PIERRE MENARD RUSSET WINGS 
PINK FORMAL RUTH 
PINK PLUME RUFFLED BOUQUET 
PINK SAILS RUFFLED GEM 
PINK SENSATION SALMON SHELL 
PINNACLE SALMON SHEEN 
PLUM PRETTY SAMITE 
PONDER SARAH GOODLOE 
PROSPECTOR SARAH LESTER 
PATRICE SAVAGE 
PALE PRIMROSE SESPE 
PREMIER PEACH SKY ABOVE 
PRAIRIE_..SUNSET SO SWEET 
PINK BOUNTIFUL SPANISH PEAK 
PINK CAMEO SPARKIE 

SPRING ROMANCE 
STAR 
STARSHINE 
STATEN ISLAND 
SUNRAY 
SUNSET BLAZE 
SWEET MARIE 
SAN ANTONE 
SKY RANGER 
SOLID MAHOGANY 
SONG OF SONGS 
SNOW FLURRY 
TANGERINE CREAM 
THE SHOWMAN 
TWILIGHT SKIES 
TRANQUIL MOON 
TRANQUILITY 
VIGIL 
WEATHER BIRD 
WHISPERS 
WHITE RUFFLES 
WHITE SPRITE 
WINDSOR 
WOODMONT PLUME 
WALTZ TIME 
WHITE SMOKE 
ZANTHA 

1959 Iris Introductions 

It is with considerable pride that we introduce Mrs. Lois McKee’s 

first iris. She has been hydridizing for some years and we feel 

the two we are introducing for her are distinct improvements and 

completely different from known existing iris. 

KATHERINE (Lois McKee ‘59) EM. 40” 

Happy Birthday x (Hit Parade x Pink 
Formal) x Apricot Glory 
Large deep pink with salmon infusion on 
both standards and falls. Form of flower 
is like Happy Birthday but much larger 
and taller and with ruffling. Pink beard. 
Excellent substance. Net $20.00 

Two 

PIONEER LADY (Lois McKee ‘59) EM. 38” 

Happy Birthday x Desert Song. 
Large light yellow, beautifully ruffled. 
No haft markings. Beard light yellow, 
heavy texture. A _ beautifully formed 
flower. Net $20.00 



General Listing of Tall Bearded Iris 
AHOY (Tomp. ‘57) M.L. 36” 

Close to carmine red. Best described as a 
rosy toned cherry red with a faint under- 
tone of blue that adds to its brilliance and 
carrying power. Large flower of heavy 
substance and lovely flaring form. H.C. 
sists? Net $15.00 

AL BORAK (DeForest ‘52) M. 36” 
Wide horizontal, flaring brown. H.C. ‘49 

$1.50 
ALGIERS (Bickle ‘53) M. 34” 

Non-fading rose blend with brushing of 
chocolate at hafts. Canadian seedling of 
the year ‘57. $1.00 

ALI BABA (D. Lyon ‘52) M.L. 34” 
Huge garnet-brown. Extremely fragrant. 

$2.00 

ALL HONEY (DeForest ‘56) M.L. 34” 
Golden honey colored self on well branch- 
ed stalks. Graceful form with closed stan- 
dards and flaring falls. $6.00 

ALLEGIANCE (Cook ‘58) M.L. 40” 
A beautiful, ruffled, navy blue iris. The 
falls have an overlay of velvet. The stan- 
dards are silky and lustrous. The beards 
are medium blue tipped lemon chrome. 
The flowers are large, wide petalled with 
excellent form and heavy substance. H.C. 
ais Net $25.00 

ALICE LEMEN (Plough ’57) M. 31” 
A lacy beauty with edges of petals heavily 
crimped and fluted. Falls are white with 
hafts of empire yellow. The nicely closed 
standards are empire yellow. Beard is 
bright yellow. Net $15.00 

ALPINE MEADOWS (Stevens 55) M. 34” 
Standards are clear white and the falls are 
a tint of soft blue. Might be described as 
a Blue Pinnacle. Medium size flowers. 

$3.50 

ALTAR LIGHTS (0. Brown ‘54) M. 38” 
Very large, wide ruffled, heavy substanced 
flowers. Color is a light buff yellow shaded 
lighter toward center of falls. Hafts heav- 
ily lined dark amber which gives the 
flower its strong personality. A great iris. 
H.M. ‘54. $4.00 

AMETHYST FLAME (Schreiner “58) L. 40” 
Large lilac colored iris. Elegance of form 
and heavy substance, with ruffling. A 
magnificent iris. H.C. ‘58. Net $20.00 

AMERICAN MODERN (Craig ‘51) M. 38” 
Vigorous and hardy, this new oncobred 
has a chartreuse and tan background. 
Falls are heavily veined and splashed with 
shades of red. $1.50 

AMULET (Sass ‘53) M. 36” 
Orange buff with a violet flush on the 
falls and a blue blaze below the dark 
beard. $1.50 

ANATOLIA (Craig ‘49) M. 39” 
Light red-violet to lavender with onco 
veining on falls and a slight signal at the 
tip of the beard. $1.50 

ANNE ADAMS (Wickersham ‘57) M. 36” 
Tourmaline or orchid-pink with tangerine 
beard. Touch of white at base of beard. 
Good branching. H.C. ‘56. Net $10.00 

ANINE (E. Knopf) E. 32” 
An oncobred of lovely violet shade. Stan- 
dards nicely closed. Flaring falls. Fine 
texture and substance. Withstands wind 
and rain remarkably well. Net $5.00 

ANNETTE (Hall ‘55) M. 34” 
A tawny deep rose with coppery cast. A 
brilliant red beard. $3.50 

ANTHEA (Cory ‘53) M. 34” 
Semi-flaring salmon-pink with blooms of 
good garden color value. H.C. ‘51. $3.50 

ANGEL CURLS (Dr. Branch ’56) M. 34” 
Ruffled medium blue, very clean and 
bright. Substance is heavy. Standards are 
strong and closed. Falls are very wide and 
flaring. Branching excellent. H.C. ‘56. 

$15.00 
ANGELA MIA (Noyd ‘56) M.L. 38” * 

Ruffled snowy white that has a touch of 

green influence. Heavy beard. $10.00 

ANTHEM (Schreiner ‘58) E.M. 40” 
An iris with serene opulent form and 
candelabrum branching. The richness of 

its fuchsia-purple tone is intensified by 

a generous margining of bronze infusion 

in the standards. The lemon beard is in- 

conspicuous. Net $9.00 

ANYTIME (Cavagnaro 456) ML. 38” 

Very round, wide, perfectly horizontal 

falls. Huge globular standards all of 

superbly heavy substance. Off white be- 

cause of the chartreuse lines at the hafts. 

Some purist might object to these but to 

those who know quality the marvelously 

perfect bloom overcomes the imperfect 

coloring of the falls. H.C. ‘54, H.M. ‘56. 
$12.50 

APACHE CHIEF (Rex Brown ‘55) EM. 36” 

Brown self, violet flushed in falls. $2.00 

APPLAUSE (Hall ‘56) ML. 36” 
A self of light mauve-lilac with odd mark- 
ings of violet irregularly spaced on the 
falls. The flowers are large with broad 
segments very well produced on well 

branched stems. A novel flower individ- 
ually and a beautiful mass color. $3.50 

Three 



APRICOT FLARE (Suiter ’58) EM. 34” 
So many have asked for this flaring apri- 
cot for use in their hybridizing work that 
| have decided to put it out at a modest 
price as | believe it will be an interesting 
parent for the apricot-orange shades. Since 
it is not closely related to the Hall things, 
it should be good used with them. $7.50 

APRICOT GLORY (Muhl. ’51) M. 35” 
Smoothly finished light yellow self beard. 
eI Cages. Lee ae Fay, eaaeco ys $2.00 

APRICOT SHEEN (Suiter ‘56) EM. 36” 
Smooth apricot self. $2.00 

ARABY PASHA (G. Anley ’53) M. 36” 
A flaming deep cornflower blue with a 
blue tipped beard. Dykes medal award in 
England ‘53. $3.00 

ARCTIC SNOW (Brummitt ‘55) EM. 40” 
Large tailored white with flaring falls and 
yellow beard. Excellent substance. A fine 
flower in every respect. $1.00 

APRIL SHOWERS (Craig 54) ML. 36” 
This tall ruffled yellow is a real novelty. 
Standards light yellow, falls have a silvery 
quality. Lovely iris. $3.00 

ARDRUN (McLoud ‘54) E. 36” 
Huge purplish red falls that carry a wide 

, unusual brownish-black beard. H.C. ‘53. 
$5.00 

ASPENGLOW (Loomis ‘56) ML. 36” 
Wonderfully rich, full and beautifully 

‘formed deep yellow with just a touch of 
ruffling. Strong, well branched stalks in- 
sure a long season of bloom. One of the 
best new introductions, and surely one 
which will become popular. $7.50 

AUTUMN DELIGHT (Austin ’52) E, 30” 
Standards of light amethyst pink with 
silvery tones, arched and gently waved. 
Falls deep rose mulberry. $2.50 

AUTUMN BROWN (Lowry ’52) ML. 38” 
Heavy substance. Flaring coppery -brown 
with metallic sheen. H.M. ‘52. $3.50 

AZURE HAVEN (Reynolds ‘57) EM. 36” 
Light blue, blue beard. Large flowers, very 
ruffled, prolific and floriferous. $15.00 

AZURE LAKE (Muhl. ‘52) EM. 36” 
Smoothly finished blue with falls that 
flare horizontally. Has the heaviest ruf- 
fling of any blue iris. H.C. “51, H.M. ‘54. 

$2.00 
A. Z. WELLS (Noyd ‘53) L. 32” 

Simply huge. Rich purple, retaining some 
of the Mohr characteristics. $2.00 

ARMOUR BRIGHT (Rev. Edmison 453) ML. 
338” 

Wide, heavy substance, golden yellow. 
$1.50 

Four 

BABY’S BONNET (Baker ‘57) ML. 34” 
Standards are fully domed and pure white. 
The falls are semi-flaring, slightly rippled 
and with a shade of pink as in Pink 
Cameo. A tangerine beard highlights the 
well-proportioned, medium sized blossoms. 
Heavy substance and long lasting bloom. 
Aer 56. $17.50 

BALI AGHA (White) 
Oncobred. Standards are lavender, veined 
purple. Falls are buff, veined russet and 
splashed red. $5.00 

BALLERINA (D. Hall ‘51) M. 36” 
A pale pink of large size with very broad 
petals and heavy substance. Am. ‘53. 

$1.50 

BANG (Craig ‘55) EM. 36” 
Bold red on the brown side. Wonderful 
substance, .H.C: “54, H:M..-55;2°$10.00 

BANNER BRIGHT (L. Crosby ‘54) ML. 36” 
Unusual bright self of orange-yellow-buff. 
EiCatnOs. $3.00 

BAZAAR (Schreiner ‘55) ML. 38” 
Much larger and more colorful raspberry 
ribbon. A gem. H.C. ‘56. $3.00 

BEECHLEAF (Kleinsorge 55) ML. 36” 
Ruffled brownish-copper enlivened by a 
violet undertone. Beard orange-brown. 
HeM.eeD3: $6.00 

BEACON HILL (Cory ‘54) M. 36” 
Clear, non-fading blue that is much ad- 
mired. Form is smooth and ruffled on 
strong stalks. Good grower. H.M. ‘54. 

$5.00 

BEARDED LADY (Craig ‘55) M. 38” 
White ground. Orchid marked plicata with 
a horned beard often two inches long. The 
best of these oddities and fine blood for 
plicatas. Good for breeding as well as for 
re-blooming. $15.00 

BEAU CATCHER (Craig ‘54) ML. 36” 
Full ruffled flamingo pink flowers of the 
toughest texture are nicely spaced on tall 
stalks. It blooms profusely over a long 
period in the spring and again in the fall. 

$5.00 

BELLE MEADE (Wills ’55) M. 36” 
Pure white, feathered at the edges with 
violet blue. Gives a very blue effect at a 
distance. Heavy substance. H.M. ‘52. 

$6.00 

BELLA MOHR (Ohl ‘55) M. 36” 
A Sable grown up to Elmohr’s size and 
shape. A lovely purple free of haft mark- 
ings. H.M. ‘56. $5.00 



BESIAN AGA (White ‘54) E. 28” 
Purple and black onco-marked wine. 

$7.50 

BETH COREY (Watkins-Watkins ’57) M. 
38” 

Non-fading medium blue self with yellow 
beard. Closed standards, flaring falls with 
many blooms on well branched, sturdy 
stalks. An iris of distinction. H.C. ‘53, 
PIM > 7; $10.00 

BETHEL (J. Linse 54) M. 38” 
Golden, rosy-tan self. Lighter gold at haft. 

$2.00 

BELLAMERE (Paquet 57) M. 36” 
A lovely mauvette blending out into a 
narrow edge of heliotrope. Has a bright 
yellow beard and is nicely ruffled. $7.50 

BERMUDA BLUE (Lothrop ‘54) M. 36” 
A near self in medium blue form. Spacing, 
branching and substance are ideal. The 
conical standards and semi-flaring falls 
have a rich grape fragrance. $2.00 

BERTHA LOMBARD (Eckles ’55) ML. 29” 
A deep reddish brown enlivened with a 
brilliant gold patch on the flaring, ruffled 
falls. $1.00 

BIG GAME (0. Fay ‘54) EML. 38” 
A very rich, deep violet. H.M. ‘54. $6.00 

BIG UTE (M. Wallace ‘54) ML. 37” 
Rich, glowing red blends with undertone 
of violet in fall. Impressive. H.M. ‘55. 

$5.00 
BIG TIME (Lapham ‘51) M. 35” 

One of the better reds. Very large with 
broad, heavily substanced petals. $2.00 

BINGHAM (Muhl. 755) ML. 32” 
Blended copper and red onco-bred. $3.00 

BISCAY BAY (Schreiner ‘56) M. 34” 
Massive, frosty, frilly light blue. Its color 
is almost a true blue. $5.00 

BLACK CASTLE (Schreiner ‘53) M. 32” 
Near jet black with intense orange beard. 
Very striking. $2.50 

BLACK DIAMOND (Schreiner ‘51) M. 32” 
Ebony blue black flowers. Blooms glisten 

with lustrous, silken sheen. $1.00 

BLACK HILLS (O. Fay ’51) M. 38” 
A blue-black flower with beard to match 

and haft markings. H.M. ‘51, Am. ‘54. 
$2.00 

BLACK MISCHIEF (Schreiner ’53) M. 36” 

Free flowering, early blooming and_ in- 

tensely colored. A good black. $2.00 

BLACK ONYX (Schreiner ‘58) ML. 35” 
One of the most superlative iris we have 
seen. Inky, blue-black standards and violet 
black falls. Beautifully domed standards 
and falls of magnificent broadness. Nicely 
branched with delightful ruffling and 
of generous size. Net $10.00 

BLACK SATIN (Nesmith ‘51) M. 36” 
Very dark, blue-black with a satin finish. 
A self even to the beard. H.M. ‘51. $2.00 

BLACK TAFFETA (G. Songer) ML. 34” 
Black purple self including the beard. The 
wide hafts are without veining and are 
ruffled, giving the flower personality and 
Chariiisici avy eo: $8.00 

BLOOMIN LOVE (J. Wells ‘56) M. 40” 
This heavily ruffled giant plicata with a 
cream ground and delicately stippled bril- 
liant rose-pink border is remarkably flor- 
iferous for it has many buds on its tall 
stalks. $7.50 

BLUEBIRD BLUE (0. Fay ’53) M. 36” 
Large and full. Very clear shade of med- 
ium blue, non-fading. Beard is lemon 
color. A beauty. H.C. ‘50, H.M. ‘54. 

$2.00 

BLUE CLIFF (Hamblen ’56) ML. 38” 
Perfect form and heavy substance mark 
this campanula violet self with quality. 
A grand iris. $7.50 

BLUE DAUPHIN (M. Wallace ’55) E. 28” 
Huge sparkling powder blue oncobred. 
Clear with no veining. Very heavy sub- 

stance. This is one of the finest flowers 

resulting from Snow Flurry-Captolia cross. 
$5.00 

BLUE DEBUT (M. Wallace ‘55) M. 36” 
Large, well formed, pale blue self. The 

parts are beautifully laced and_ lightly 

ruffled. Here we have the blue lacing 

factor many have been waiting for. $5.00 

BLUE FLIGHT (H. Frazee & Albright ‘54) 
ML. 36” 

A quality violet-blue that won the blue 

class at the 1952 Utah Iris Society Show. 

Has great substance, flaring falls and a 

darker, blue tipped beard. H.C. ‘53. 
$5.00 

BLUE FLURRY (Rex Brown ‘55) EM. 40” 

Light wisteria blue with white beard and 

throat. $2.00 

BLUE HAWAII (Schreiner ‘51) 38” 

Rich marine blue with outstanding size 

and stature. $1.50 

Five 



BLUE SAPPHIRE (Schreiner 53) ML. 40% 
Heavy substance; light silvery blue ruf- 
fled. Extra large. H.M. ‘54 and Dykes 
Medal for 1959. $2.00 

BLUE SERENE (J. Wills ‘53) EM. 36” 
Wonderful medium to light blue marked 
with quality. H.M. ‘53. $5.00 

BLUE STEEL (Fraim ‘53) ML. 36” 
Fine blue with blue tipped beard. H.C. 
Tee ale So RE $1.00 

BLUE SNOWFLAKE (DeForest ’53) ML. 40” 
Standards are white, slightly tinted blue 
and lined deeper blue. Falls are dark blue- 
violet. Interestingly different. Flowers are 
well displayed on tall sturdy stalks. $4.00 

BLUE THROAT (Loomis ‘56) M. 38” 
Lovely flaring blue-white with blue tipped 
beard. Good grower and consistent per- 
former. $4.00 

BLUMOHR (Marx ‘49) EM. 36” 
Big, full rounded flower of lavender to 
powder blue. Attractive and novel. Am. 
role $1.50 

BOLERO (Tomp. 57) M. 39” 
A large flower with very broad, rounded 
petals and nicely flaring form. One of the 
most brilliant iris we have grown. It is a 
self of glistening copper with a smooth 
undertone of rich henna-red. Its copper- 
brown beard and clean smooth hafts add 

“to its brilliance. Tall, strong, well branch- 
ed stalks on hardy plants. $10.00 

BOLD ADVENTURE (Wells ‘55) ML. 48” 
Big maroon-black with a brown-black 
beard. A beauty. $10.00 

BOLD CONTRAST (J. Linse ‘54) ML. 40” 
Stunning smooth gold and red variegata. 

$7.50 

BORDER PATROL (M. Wallace ‘55) M. 38” 
A large plicata with heavy substance. Falls 
have a white ground with an overlay of 
black edging. Standards are a black purple 
self. Very appealing. $3.50 

BONNIE DUNDEE (L. Norton 54) M. 38” 
Heavy ruffled lavender orchid. Light yel- 
low at hafts and light yellow beard. Large, 
massive flower. $2.00 

BREAK O’ DAWN (Sass ‘53) M. 36” 
Large, broad petals of heavy substance in 
deep seashell or dawn pink. Self colored 
beard. $1.00 

BREATH O’ KILLARNEY (Mrs. C. C. 
O’Brien) EM. 36” 

Overall sap-green self. Ruffled flaring. 
Heavily substanced. Unmistakable indi- 
viduality and charm. Net $20.00 

Six 

BRIAR ROSE (Hall ‘55) L. 38” 
Rose-raspberry in coloring. Very tall and 
very late with tangerine beard. $3.50 

BRIGADOON (Tomp. ‘55) EL. 38” 
Brilliant bright fuchsia red. Heavy sub- 
stance. Large flaring flowers on tall stalks. 
Outstanding. H.C. ‘54. $15.00 

BRIGHT CONTRAST (Schreiner ‘53) EM. 
36” 

A large new plicata with a pure white 
ground and rich, bright, magenta violet 
edging. A beautifully formed flower. 

$2.00 

BRIGHT GEM (DeForest ‘53) ML. 36” 
Rich blend of russet and morocco red. 
Rounded falls with smooth wide _hafts. 
Substance is extremely heavy in this late 
beauty. $6.00 

BRIGHT HALO (L. F. Randolph ’55) M. 30” 
Very large flower with bright yellow stan- 
dard. Falls white with yellow overlay. A 
very fine midseason variety with clarity 
and charm. H.M. ‘56. $5.00 

BRIGHT HOUR (G. Douglas ‘52) M. 36” 
Silvery white standards. Purple falls with 
a white border two-thirds of the way down 
the falls. Beautiful iris. H.C. ’48, H.M. 
le fF $2.50 

BRITANNIA (Tomp. ’49) ML. 38” 
The giant blooms are of rich carmine-red. 
Beautifully formed. A real gem. H.M. ‘50. 

$1.00 

BROAD RIPPLES (Buss 52) M. 36” 
Large self colored of light violet-blue. 
Lighter at broad hafts. $2.00 

BROADWAY STAR (Schreiner ‘57) ML. 36” 
This uniquely beautiful rose and cream 
bi-color is superior to any earlier than our 
long time favorite, Morning Bright. This 
iris has opulent classic form, ideal height 
with good branching and generous size. 
Lovely in the clump. $12.00 

BRONZE BELL (Schreiner ‘57) EM. 36” 
This color is startingly rich, just like a 
piece of highly polished copper or light 
bronze. A heavy metallic lustre plays over 
its surface with a golden irridescence. A 
massive flower of splendid substance with 
superb form and exuberant ruffling. An 
outstanding beauty. $17.50 

BRONZE SYMPHONY (Pattison ‘52) M. 36” 
Brilliant, glowing ruffled copper self. Dis- 
tinct from the other copper iris. H.M. ‘53. 

$2.00 



BROWN ENSEMBLE (C. A. Quadros ‘56) 
ML. 36” 

A large brown, colored somewhat dif- 
ferently than other browns. Good quality, 
substance. Falls wide and flaring, darker 
brown at the hafts and throat. Yellow 
beard bluish tipped. Standards same color 
as falls and are domed and closed. Branch- 
inoed0Ud. htGar 05. Ma 6s $8.00 

BUTTERFLY BLUE (O. Fay ‘52) L. 40” 
Clear light blue self with lemon beard. 
Flowers are ruffled and semi-flaring with 
no haft markings. Strong and well branch- 
ed ‘stalks.; H;M: 33. $1.50 

BUTTERHORN (Sass ‘55) ML. 36” 
Very fine lemon yellow. Mattie Gates type. 

$15.00 

BUTTERSCOTCH KISS (Plough ’57) ML. 
36” 

The general effect is butterscotch yellow 
with a gold dust glitter overall. The large 
flowers are heavily substanced with edge 
of petals very heavily laced. H.C. ‘55. 

Net $25.00 

BY-LINE (DeForest ‘54) M. 38” 
Standards are corinthian purple. Falls are 
yellow, heavily bordered with color of 
standards. Large, tall and colorful. $4.50 

CALL ME MADAME (J. Nelson ‘57) M. 44” 
This wide, very flaring magenta rose gets 
its height from its pod parent and its fine 
substance and finish from Mary Randall. 
The lovely rose color of the falls is slightly 
shaded tan: toward the hafts. Beard is 
bright tangerine. The standards are well 
domed and the branching is excellent. 

$12.50 

CAPTURED HEART (Tomp. ‘57) ML. 40” 
A new plicata in the red bearded class 
that is proving to be a fine parent. The 
ground color is glossy white with a brush- 
ing of cream over the haft in a reverse 
crescent similar to the pattern of its par- 
ent, Surrender. The lemon cream crescent 
is sanded and dotted with a heliotrope 
pink that continues over the falls around 
its edge. The standards are flushed with 
the same color. $10.00 

CAPTAIN’S LADY (0. Brown ‘55) E. 36” 
Standards orchid, falls creamy white with 
edges brushed the same color as standards. 
A tangerine beard adds to its beauty. 
HMen OD. $3.00 

CALDRON (Schreiner ‘57) M. 36” 
This vivid red self of good size and extra- 
ordinary height differs from other reds 
introduced. It approaches red from the 
copper side. It has nice branching and 
exceptional vigor. A lovely iris. $7.50 

CAPE COD (H. Knowlton ’54) M. 36” 
Said to be a truly magnificent amoena. 
The pure white standards of gleaming 
texture are well domed and fluted. Falls 
are semi-flaring of velvety red purple with 
only a slight brownish flush at the haft. 
A thick yellow beard. Strong, well branch- 
ed stalks. $6.00 

CARIBOU TRAIL (Plough ‘57) ML. 32” 
Beautiful, rich, medium golden brown 
with a bright violet blaze radiating out of 
the center of the falls. All petal edges are 
heavily crimped and shirred on this large, 
heavily substanced creation. H.M. ‘57. 

Net $15.00 

CARBONDALE (Faught ‘48) M. 38” 
Deep violet blue self. Outstanding. $3.50 

CARAMEL (Lowry ’54) M. 36” 
Lovely caramel coloring with deeper hafts. 
H.M., ‘54. $5.00 

CARMELA (Schreiner 755) M. 36” 
The laciest and most crinkled honey color- 
ed iris. Large and tall. H.M. ‘55. $5.00 

CANYON SKIES (DeForest ‘54) M. 33” 
Pale campanula blue coming out to near 
white in the closed standards. Falls mul- 
berry purple darkening to deep violet at 
the bronze hafts. Bright yellow beard. 

$3.50 

CAROLINE JANE (DeForest ‘49) M. 38” 
Very ruffled blue and white plicata of 
exquisite charm and proportion. H.M. ‘51. 

$2.50 

CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE (DeForest ’51) 
M. 36” 

A large yellow plicata with brown stitch- 
ing and brushing. H.M. ‘52. $1.00 

CASCADIAN (J. Linse ‘52) M. 36” 
Very wide ruffled white with greenish cast 

thru center of falls. H.M. ‘55, Am. ‘57. 
$1.00 

CASTLEWOOD (Becherer ‘57) M. 36” 
There are many blacks and blue blacks 
advertised today. Very beautiful, smooth 
black. Blue beard. $7.50 

CASINO (Plough ‘55) EL. 40” 
A huge mulberry self. Very large, well 
rounded form: and long lasting. Beard is 
brownish yellow. Has firm substance. A 
beauty. H.M. ‘40. $3.00 

CASTLEROCK (Loomis ’52) M. 38” 
Large, impressive blue and white plicata 
with the blue blaze through center of 
falls. H.M. ‘54. $2.00 
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CATHEDRAL BELLS (M. Wallace ‘53) M. 
36” 

New type of pink. It tends to the light 
shrimp color. Very fine. H.M. ‘56. $2.00 

CELESTIA (Pierce ’55) M. 36” 
A rich, medium blue self of large size 
with very broad ruffled petals. The flowers 
have extra heavy substance and a sleek 
sparkling finish. H.M. ‘55. $7.59 

CELESTIAL SNOW (Mission Gardens ‘57) 
M. 38” 

A large, heavily ruffled, cool white. The 
ruffling runs all the way around the stan- 
dards and falls. The falls are very broad 
and flaring, the beard is white with just 
a touch of lemon. A vigorous grower with 
strong, widely branched stems. If you like 
ruffled iris, don’t miss this one. 

Net $20.00 

CELESTIAL BLUE (Mission Gardens 55) M. 
36” 

Clear light blue self. One of the nearest 
to true blue. Falls are flaring and ruffled. 
ae Do" $5.00 

CELESTIAL VALLEY (Wedgewood ‘56) M. 
36" 

A light blue self with deeper blue onco 
% veining. Domed standards with broad, 

flaring horizontal falls of exceptional sub- 
stance. Blooms of long lasting quality. A 

yvery desirable hybrid. $5.00 

CENTENNIAL QUEEN (M. Wallace) M. 36” 
A rich blending of colors giving a light 
red effect. The flowers are large and 
heavily ruffled. $3.00 

CENTER GLOW (Noyd ‘57) ML. 32” 
This fragrant, lightly ruffled cream self 
has a glowing haft of peachy apricot. The 
beard is tangerine and the plant is a 
strong grower. $5.00 

CERULEAN (Craig ‘50) EM. 38” 
Big, broad, rounded Mohr type flower of 
cerulean blue. Well liked and a good 
grower. $1.50 

CHANNEL ISLAND (M. R. Walker ‘57) EM. 
34” 

A flower which offers the strongest color 
contrast achieved to date. The staridards 
are pure white with dresden yellow falls 
which shade to mimosa yellow toward the 
edges with an overlay of brushed antique 
Golder G56: $8.00 

CHANCELLOR (Lothrop ‘55) ML. 42” 
An impressive dark violet near self with 
heavy substance and good _ branching. 
Ruffled velvety falls. $3.50 
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CHAMPAGNE VELVET (H. E. Sass *55) M. 
36” 

Satin white plicata bordered with one- 
half inch bright violet put on with minute 
dots. Beautiful. $10.00 

CHARMED LAND (Crandall ‘57) M. 36” 
An orchid shaded white with beard tipped 
the same color. H.C. ‘56. $10.00 

CHAR-MAIZE (Lyon ‘49) M. 38” 
Rich yellow with undertone of chartreuse. 
a Wa SANIT ee on $1.50 

CHERITO (Cory ‘57) ML. 34” 
Widely flaring, ruffled and lacy beauty of 
lemon yellow. Substance is very heavy yet 
the well spaced blooms appear dainty and 
airy tLe Ve $15.00 

CHERRY FALLS (G. Douglas ‘53) 
Delightful border iris with yellow stan- 
dards and red falls. $3.00 

CHINESE LANTERN (0. Fay ’57) HM. 42” 
Tall, large, deep yellow self with a tan- 
gerine beard. This is the brightest beard 
on a yellow iris. Well branched bloom 
stems. Large and vigorous plants. $12.00 

CHINESE WHITE (McKee ’52) M. 36” 
Very large, wide white that is very im- 
pressive. H.M. ‘52. $2.00 

CHIPPITICA (Noyd ‘56) ML. 30” 
Cream and brown plicata with very wide 
hafts and rounded falls. $3.00 

CHLOE INEZ (Plough ‘57) EM. 35” 
Intensely contrasted, fancy type plicata. 
Color is amethyst violet with snow white 
hafts. Throat and style. Beard is light 
yellow. $5.00 

CHUMSTICK (Plough ‘56) M. 39” 
Tall and showy plicata. Warm buff-white 
with markings of dahlia purple. Fine 
branching. $2.50 

CINNA MAC (Hopson ‘57) EM. 24” 
Bi-color standards of light lavender in- 
fused with gold. Falls soft warm gold in- 
fused with cinnamon. A novel and lovely 
border -iris.*H:G> 56 5H Mie->7¢ 

Net $10.00 

CLAIR DE LUNE (Whiting ‘55) ML. 36” 
Wide tailored cadmium lemon _bi-color. 
Standards deeper at hafts. $5.00 

CLARA B. (Muhl. “52) ML. 37” 
White with lemon gold border on stan- 
dards and falls. This border is heavily 
laced and crimped. Very outstanding. 



CLASSIC YELLOW (Murray ‘57) 
One of the best yellows this hybridizer 
has introduced. Flowers are huge, wide of 
parts with very heavy substance. Orange- 
yellow beard. H.C. ‘56. Net $10.00 

CLIFFS OF DOVER (O. Fay ‘53) M. 36” 
Grand new white. Large, flaring and ruf- 
fled. The substance is heavy. Beard is 
lightselt Wye 53. $2.50 

CLOUD PARADE (Plough ‘56) M. 36” 
Clear, clean, bright ruffled pink set off by 
a fiery red beard. Strong stalks. $5.00 

CLOUDLESS SKY (Watkins-Graves ‘55) 
Light cerulean blue self. Lightly ruffled 
blooms on sturdy stalks. $8.00 

COLLEGIATE (Hall ‘55) M. 34” 
This ivory white has distinction. Standards 
and the markings near the center are 
about the color of a ripe cantaloupe, 
neither orange or yellow. Underside of 
the falls are yellow. Outstanding. $2.50 

COLONEL PRIMROSE (DeForest ‘51) M. 36” 
Tall, clean, lemon chrome yellow with 
flaring falls and domed standards. A fine 
iris. $1.50 

COLOCKUM (Plough ‘56) M. 33” 
This beautiful, ruffled, lemon cream. has 
the edges of the falls heavily fluted and 
shirred. The standards and style are slight- 
ly shirred. Intense yellow beard. $5.00 

COLOR CARNIVAL (DeForest ’49) EM. 37” 
Pink with bold dash of purple on falls. 
H.M. ‘50. $2.00 

COLORAMA (Crandall ‘57) M. 
A blend of chartreuse and lavender. Lav- 
ender standards, chartreuse falls. $5.00 

COLORGLO (Schreiner ‘53) EM. 36” 
Brilliant rose-pink and gold blend. A novel 
iris. $2.50 

COLUMBIA (Tomp. ‘51) ML. 36” 
Large, wide, rich, deep, commanding blue. 
Poe a2. $1.50 

COMANCHE (Sass ’55) M. 38” 
A larger and richer version of Port Wine. 
Very colorful and showy. $1.50 

COMPETITOR (Lothrop ’53) M. 38” 
Tall plicata. Clear yellow standards. Falls 
marked reddish brown and bordered yel- 
low with a white blaze around the yellow 
beard. $1.00 

CONCORD RIVER (Butterick ‘56) M. 38” 
A delightful and refreshing very light blue 
riSs eile Vise OO; $15.00" 

CONGO (Schreiner ‘53) M. 34” 
Large, rich black with red tint. $2.00 

CONQUEROR (Wells ‘57) M. 36” 
This deep, rich flower is not a brown red. 
It is more rich than bright and reminds 
one of the deep red of crimson maple 
leaves in the fall. Good form and texture. 
Strong grower and abundance of bloom. 

$7.50 

CONSTANT COMMENT (Hall ‘54) M. 36” 
A very luscious new iris of pale apricot 
with large, well formed flowers that are 
nicely ruffled. A delightfully lacy edge. 
EL Visae O: $2.00 

CONVENTION QUEEN (Muhl. 54) ML. 40” 
Very large, wide laced peach-pink. Out- 
standings.H-C.)- 537 Haves oo: $10.00 

CONQUEST (Marx ’52) EM. 30” 
A large gray and lavender blue toned 
flower of typical Mohr form. $3.00 

COPPER DAWN (Gersdorff ‘54) ML. 36” 
This fragrant, soft copper-pink self glis- 
tens as if sprinkled with gold dust. Copper 
haft markings set off with orange yellow 
beard. $1.00 

COPPER HALO (Gibson ’58) VL. 36” 
Cream. white on ivory ground in both 
standards and falls, heavily peppered and 
stitched with rosy copper. Broad petal’, 
graceful ruffling and thick texture mark 
this iris. Copper Halo is a lively color 
pattern which blends well in almost any 
garden scheme. Net $20.00 

CORDOLON (Schreiner *53) L. 42” 
Beautiful blend of rose and tan. Flowers 
are large with heavy substance that helps 
prolong the iris season. $2.00 

CORONATION GOLD (H. F. Hall) ML. 40” 
Heavy substance, deep golden yellow. 

$3.50 

CORONATION RED (H. F. Hall ‘53) ML. 
36” 

Glowing, non-fading oxblood red with the 
standards slightly lighter in tone. The 
flaring falls have a velvety finish and are 
clean-hafted. Rich orange beard. Wide 
branching and vigorous. Very brilliant and 
fines Hi Cano2: $3.50 

CORONATION TAPESTRY (Craig ‘51) M. 
36” 

Novel and striking as some rich persian 
tapestry in mahogany-rose and brown. 
me Mapes ere $2.00 

COUNTRY EDITOR (DeForest ‘55) M. 40” 
Plicata with yellow ground. Wide stan- 
dards. Falls are wide, well rounded and 
lightly marked with brown. Colorful. 

$2.00 
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COUNTRY BUTTER (Sass ’53) ML. 36” 
Bright, deep, butter yellow with heavy 
substance. H.M. ‘54. $1.50 

CRESCENDO (Tomp. ‘55) ML. 39” 
A new red that is a complete self in color. 
The flowers are very large and excellently 
formed with broad, full petals of extra 
heavy substance and smooth, velvety, non- 
burning finish. Dark yellow, brown tipped 
beard. Branching excellent. H.M. ‘55. 

$10.00 

CREPE SUZETTE (Whiting ‘54) M. 36” 
Light, peach-pink self with crepe-like tex- 
ture. Tangerine beard. Large flowers and 
long lasting. $1.00 

CRINKLED LILAC (Schreiner ‘57) M. 36” 
This gracefully crinkled and ruffled lilac- 
orchid has the same bewitching charm 
possessed by the famous Carmela only this 
time the lace-like edging is in pure orchid. 
A self with flowers, displaying a silk taf- 
feta-like sheen that has a near silver glis- 
ten. A beauty. $7.50 

CRINKLED IVORY (Schreiner ‘58) EM. 34” 
This sparkling ivory cream is flushed a 
cool lemon. Broad crinkled and ruffled 
standards and falls. Truly a beauty. Heavy 

,_ texture and large flowers. $15.00 

CRINKLED RIBBON (Schreiner ‘56) M. 38” 
This crinkled type iris gives one an ap- 
epreciation of this new type of floral 
beauty. It is characterized by both color 
breaks and breaks in form. $3.00 

CRINKLED SUNSET (Plough ’57) ML. 32” 
A very heavily laced and shirred creation. 
A blend of sunset coloring. The standards 
are lavender and buff while the falls are 
violet, pink and buff. Very colorful. 

$12.50 

CRISPETTE (Schreiner ‘54) EM. 34” 
Deep orchid with fluted petals and lacy 
edging. $3.50 

CREAM & TANGERINE (Muhl. 756) ML. 
36” 

A light yellow and cream self of fine form 
and with a lacy edge. A clear peach-red 
beard highlights the soft coloring. $5.00 

CREAM CHIFFON (Innis ‘53) M. 38” 
A sensational flower from an unusual 
cross. Standards are light canary. Falls are 
creamy with canary beard. A big frosty 
cream. $1.00 

CRITERION (G. Douglas ‘51) ML. 38” 
Sister of Gaylord. Very large amoena with 
pure white standards and deep violet-blue 
falls. Very neatly edged white. H.M. ‘52. 

$1.00 
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CRYSTAL (Knowlton ‘56) EM. 40” 
Exquisite in form and color harmony, this 
white iris is faintly flushed with light 
lavender-blue on the style and the inside 
of the standards. The standards are broad, 
arched and ruffled and the wide falls are 
rippled on the border. H.C. ‘55, H.M. ‘56. 

$10.00 

CRYSTAL CLEAR (Craig ‘51) M. 34” 
Smooth blue with faint green tinge. Full 
Mohr type flower. Distinct looking and 
hardy. $2.00 

CRYSTAL WHITE (Nesmith ‘57) M. 35” 
Frilled, fluted, ruffled and as white as 
newly fallen. snow gives a good word 
picture of this winsome iris. Net $15.00 

CUTIE PIE (Madsen ‘56) ML. 36” 
A self of very pale wisteria violet with a 
rich, lemon yellow beard. The flowers 
have lovely form and are truly charming. 

$5.00 

CUPID’S DART (Craig) M. 36” 
Powder pink self with the hafts heavily 
rouged with warm pink accented with 
heavy bittersweet beard. Blooms in the 
fall as well as spring. 

CUBA LIBRE (Plough ‘57) EM. 35” 
Fancy type plicata. Standards are pansy 
violet. Falls are plum purple. Bright, clear 
yellow on the hafts and throat. The styles 
are yellow and violet. $6.00 

CURTIS A (Van Styke ‘54) ML. 40” 
A large, full formed flower of true light 
pink. The broad petals are slightly ruffled 
and the style arms are broad and lacy. 
The finish is luscious and silken. 

DAME FASHION (Marx ‘54) M. 36” 
Very pink, beautifully formed, somewhat 
ruffled, flaring flowers. Net $10.00 

DAMASCUS BLADE (C. White ’55) 
A really distinct and different blend of 
steel gray and mauve pink. $1.50 

DANCING DEB (Tomp. ’52) ML. 38” 
Light heliotrope, sleek and_ sparkling. 
LAAN swe veas $2.00 

DANCING RIPPLES (Sass ‘56) M. 34” 
A blue and white plicata. Pure white 
faintly marked clear light blue. $10.00 

DANCING TIGER (Schreiner ‘53) M. 38” 
Beautiful new yellow ground plicata mark- 
ed with brown. A big improvement in this 
color class. This is bright and showy with 
fine form and good growing habits. $3.50 



DARIEN (Wills ’56) M. 48” 
Large flower that is a self of gleaming 
spanish orange. Excellently formed. It has 
broad domed standards and wide flaring 
falls. Tall, well branched stalks hold the 
large showy flowers. A beauty. $8.00 

DARK BOATMAN (P. Cook ‘54) M. 35” 
A fine new black. Standards are dark 
violet black and the falls are velvety black 
with a_ faint overtone of dark violet. 
Choice. H.M. ‘54. $7.50 

DARLENE WATERS (J. Linse ‘56) E. 40” 
Broad and flaring light blue-violet hybrid. 
A tall lovely with fine stalk. Good growing 
habits and perfectly hardy. A gorgeous 
flower. $7.50 

DARK CHOCOLATE (Murray ’54) EM. 38” 
A large, wide, slightly ruffled flower of 
rich, dark chocolate brown. Good form and 
heavy substance. Am. ‘54. $5.00 

DARK HALO (Tomp. ‘56) M. 38” 
A new plicata with white ground that is 
completely bordered by a near black shade 
of purple. A faint tint of cream appears 
on the falls near the border. Net $20.00 

DAZZLER (D. Hall ‘52) L. 40” 
A large, rich, golden-orange. Reminds 
one of the dazzling brilliance of the set- 
ting sun. $1.00 

DECEMBER ROYALTY (Austin ‘51) EM. 
36” 

A really dark iris of rich royal purple. 
Heavy substance and satiny sheen. Blooms 
again in the fall. $2.25 

DEEP BLACK (P. Cook ’55) ML. 34” 
Standards are deep blackish violet of 
glossy finish. Falls are solid jet black 
velvet. Bright, deep violet beard. H.M. 
4k $8.00 

DEEP DEVOTION (Tomp. ‘57) ML. 34” 
A very large, beautifully formed flower 
cf a new shade of orchid pink. More pink 
than orchid, it is a color that stands out 
and attracts attention. A rich peach-pink 
beard adds to its beauty as does its car- 
nation-like cut and crimped edge. A real 
beauty... H.C. ‘54. $10.00 

DEEP MAROON (Muhl. ‘51) M. 30” 
Smooth, dark maroon red with standards 
a little lighter than falls. Velvety finish. 

$1.50 

DEFIANCE (Tomp. ‘53) ML. 36” 
A rich, cardinal or near crimson red self 
of excellent form and heavy substance. 
The smooth, velvety flowers are abso- 
lutely free from marks or veining and do 
not burn, fade or wilt under severe weath- 
er conditions. H.M. ‘53. $10.00 

DEMURE (Nesmith ‘54) EM. 38” 
A demure and delightful reverse bi-color 
with standards of oriental pink and falls 
of creamy white. There is a flush of pink 
and pale yellow each side of the pink 
tangerine beard. The ruffled blooms are 
of semi-flaring form and stalks are well 
branched. $3.00 

DERWENTWATER (Randall ’55) M. 38” 
Clear light spectrum blue. This makes 
many other blues look lavender. Large 
blooms with wide hafts and flaring form. 
Strong, well branched stalks. A grand new 
English beauty. $7.00 

DESERT TAN (Murray ’54) ML. 34” 
Very large, broad petaled flower of glow- 
ing tan. Outstanding. $1.50 

DESERT TWILIGHT (Miess ‘52) M. 40” 
Pastel shade of violet-lobelia with warm 
mauvewood brown hafts and golden yellow 
beard. Large flowers with domed standards 
and flaring falls. Heavy substance. H.M. 
‘Spas $3.50 

DEVOIR (Wills ‘53) M. 36” 
Very lovely and extremely bright rose-tan 
with tender tones of copper and gold. A 
yellow beard. Excellent form. $3.50 

DIANEVE (P. Cook ‘53) EM. 37” 
A plicata with white background an 
Dauphine violet markings. Clear and 
bright. Large blooms and excellent sub- 
stance. $1.00 

DOLLY VARDEN (D. Hall ‘50) M. 37” 
A large light pink self, no haft markings. 
Extra heavy substance. Well branched. 
Excellent. H.M. ‘50. $2.00 

DOROTHY KING (Fothergill ‘56) EM. 36” 
This is a large, full and beautifully formed 
light blue with a light yellow beard. 

$10.00 

DONNA SCHAAN (Becherer ’58) M. 
This iris is red with a deeper red over- 
wash and light blue haft. Standards are 
closed, falls flare and flowers are very 
large. The branching and placement of 
bloom is good and texture is smooth with 
heavy substance. Withstands all types of 
weather. Net $25.00 

DOTTED SWISS (Sass ’56) ML. 35” 
A blue and white plicata, heavily marked 
with clear, medium blue. H.C. ‘55. 

$15.00 

DOWNBEAT (Tomp. ‘56) EL. 40” 
A very deep and rich violet blue self of 
large size and excellent tailored form. The 
substance is heavy and the flowers have 
a smooth satiny finish that is devoid of 
any haft markings or veining. 2h:C255. 

$5.00 
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DREAM DANCE (C. Larson ‘54) EM. 36” 
Light golden tan self with a mother of 
pearl area in center of falls marking the 
flower Lovely. H.C. ‘53. $5.00 

DREAMY (J. Linse ‘53) ML. 37” 
An extremely large white of ruffled form 
and odd crepe texture. A beauty. H.M. 
S50: $1.00 

DRESS REHEARSAL (Lapham ‘54) M. 36” 
Beautifully formed wide red and a dandy. 
From a specialist in this color. $2.50 

DR. WANLESS (Dr. Wm. L. Wanless ‘56) 
ML. 38” 

Medium violet self with delightfully ruf- 
fled petals. $10.00 

DUKE OF BURGUNDY (J. Nelson ‘58) EML. 
48” 

From its plicata ancestry one would not 
expect this very smooth, dark burgundy 
iris. The huge, heavily substanced flower 
has a 9-inch spread with standards well 
domed and falls wide and flaring. Its sultry 
beauty is enhanced by a _ wide .brown 
beard. The tall stalk is very strong. H.C. 
soy A Net $20.00 

DUSTY FRILLS (Suiter 56) EM. 36” 
Heavily laced, dusty cream self. Golden 
brown flushed at haft. $1.00 

EASTER GREETINGS (Miess ‘55) EM. 36” 
Flowers wide, flaring. Perfectly formed 
white with warm, lush yellow beard. $5.00 

EASTERMOHR (Weidner ‘53) M. 40” 
Very large ruffled blooms of medium blue 
with firmly domed standards and _ full, 
semi-flaring falls. Good grower with strong 
well branched stalks. $3.00 

EAST INDIES (K. Smith ‘54) M. 41” 
Smooth blend of coffee and cream over- 
laid with irridescent violet or lavender. 

$7.50 

EASTMONT (Plough ‘56) EML. 40” 
Intense violet with brilliant coloring. The 
flowers are large and ruffled stalks are 
well branched and tall. An unusual feature 
is the foliage which is sword-like and 
grows very tall. $5.00 

EBEN (McKee ’53) M. 36” 
Large wineberry red self with a metallic 
sheen. $1.00 

EBONY ECHOES (Tomp. ’48) ML. 34” 
Large, broad petaled and heavily ruffled 
flower of flaring horizontal form. Velvety 
carmine red with a black sheen. Extremely 
heavy substance. A.M. ‘53. $1.00 
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ECHO VALLEY (Kerr ‘52) EM. 35” 
New plicata quite similar to Minnie Col- 
quitt. A re-bloomer. Large flaring form. 
Hi Cras $2.00 

EDITH JANE (Lothrop ‘55) ML. 48” 
A gay, unusual iris with a slight infusion 
of onco. Conical waved standards of am- 
ber yellow over flaring dark violet falls. 
Broadly edged in gold. $2.00 

ELEANOR’S PRIDE (Watkins-Watkins ‘56) 
ML. 39” 

Majestic and beautifully branched with 
vigorous growth. This powder blue iris 
has quality in every detail and is destined 
for great popularity. It is an absolute self 
with broad, beautifully arched standards 
closely held. The whole flower is ruffled 
and has great weather resistance. H.M. 
tofey $15.00 

ELEANOR Z. (Muhl. ’55) EM. 38” 
True pink with depth of color. Substance 
and good form. $6.00 

EIGHTEEN KARAT (Lohman ’53) 
Tall, ruffled, flaring self of deep gold. 
Heavy substance. $1.00 

ELIZABETH NOBLE (K. Smith 55) ML. 36” 
A grand new amoena. The standards open 
palest lavender, changing to white. The 
falls are true purple with no haft veni- 
tions. The crests are brushed with purple 
and the beard is white. Petals are lightly 
ruffled and form is flaring. H.M. ‘55. 

$7.50 

ELYSIAN GOLD (DeForest 55) M. 38” 
Very large, ruffled of excellent form and 
substance. A self of chartreuse gold. 

$7.50 

ENCHANTRESS (D. Hall ‘54) L. 36” 
Delicate parchment color faintly flushed 
with pink, especially on the standards. 
The central area of the falls has an over- 
lay of amber and the beard is brilliant 
orange. $3.00 

ENCHANTED LACE (Wallace ‘57) L. 36” 
Here is one of the largest and finer peach 
blends finished in chantilly lacing. Few 
if any lacy ruffled types have that win- 
some wide flaring form and the imposing 
beauty combined in one as does this iris. 

Net $20.00 

ENCHANTED PEARL (Rex Brown ‘56) EML. 
36” 

Pearly toned blue-white. Lightly ruffled 
blooms of heavy substance are carried on 
tall, well branched stalks. $10.00 



ENCHANTED PINK (Mission Gardens ‘56) 
M,. 36” 

This is a very clear, pink iris with a deep 
pink beard. The coloring is so clear and 
clean that it is sometimes referred to as 
baby-ribbon pink. The stems are well 
branched. The flowers are of medium size, 
have good substance and do not fade. The 
standards hold together nicely and the 
falls are slightly flaring. A clump of En- 
chanted Pink in full bloom will give that 
fresh, charming effect to the garden. 

$8.00 

ENCHANTED VIOLET (M. Hamblen ‘58) 
ML. 36” 

The gorgeous light violet with a flush of 
pink and orchid in the center of the falls 
might easily be called a break in breeding. 
A bright, reddish tangerine beard lights 
up the flower. Wide, ruffled and heavily 
substanced. Surely a wonderful iris that 

holds great breeding possibilities for many 

colors. including blues with tangerine . 

beard #HiGe. 57. $17.50 

ENCOUNTER (C. Benson ‘56) M. 38” 
A very large flower with golden yellow 

standards and snow white falls, evenly 

edged and trimmed with the color of the 

standards. The flowers are much larger 

than similarly colored iris and in addition 

are attractively waved. A strong grower 

and fast increaser. H.C. ‘52. $10.00 

ENGRAVED (Craig ‘52) M. 38” 
A strange but lovely onco of the plicata 

type with white ground and an all-over 

network of steel-like engraving. H.M. ‘53. 
$2.50 

EVENING STAR (Cory ‘55) ML. 35” 

Lovely lemon cream. Very wide, heavily 

ruffled and excellent branching. An out- 

standing iris in every way. H.M. ‘55. 
$10.00 

ESCAPADE (Tomp. ‘52) ML. 36” 

Glowing orchid with band of gold around 

standards and falls. $1.00 

ETCHING (Craig ‘52) M. 32” 
Different nickel-grey with onco veining. 

$1.00 

ETHEL SUMNER (Craig) M. 36” 
A smooth, shimmering lilac of unusual 

lightness and clarity. A clear self except 

for an accent of near white in center of 

falls. $5.00 

EVA SLOAN (Faught ‘53) EM. 32” 

Beautiful cream-white of lovely form and 

substance. $2.00 

EVELYN BYE (Kleinsorge ‘56) M. 35” 
A very lovely harmony of cocoa _ blue- 
violet and old gold. Something different 
in the family of delightful blends from 
this master hybridizer of elusive tints. 
Falls are especially wide and flaring and 
are slightly ruffled. Large flowers. A 
lovely iris. $6.00 

EXOTIC (J. Linse ‘54) M. 48” 
Ruffled brilliant tan-rose suffused with 

gold. A lovely iris. $2.00 

FABIOLA (M. Wallace ‘54) M. 36” 
A rich, fiery mulberry self that does not 
fade. Heavy substance with ruffling. 

$1.00 

FABULOUS (Kleinsorge ‘58) M. 38” 
Related to Oriental Glory, it carries more 
red than that fine variety and it is far 
more vivid. There is a more prominent 
blue patch just below the beard than the 
color plate indicates. Growth is vigorous. 
Stems well branched and the flowers are 
very large. Both last year and the year 
before it was the gasper in the Kleinsorge 

Gardens. Net $25.00 

FABULOUS KATE (Muhl. ‘50) M. 
Very large, medium yellow with delightful 
form. There are some brown lines on the 
falls when first opened, but these soon 
clear away after a few hours. H.M. ‘52. 

$1.50 

FAIRY DANCE (Linse ‘55) M. 36” 
This lovely flaring campanula-violet self 
is very handsome. Well held standards and 
horizontal falls with a curl at the tip. The 
beard is yellow-blue tipped and there is 
perhaps just a wee bit of that intangible 

something inherited from its part onco 

ancestory. $10.00 

FAIRY FANCY (H. Sass ‘53) M. 36” 

A deeper and brighter version of Pretty 

Pansy. Ground color is chalk white with 

overlay of blue-purple. White throat. Very 

lovely. $1.50 

FALSTAFF (Becherer ‘56) L. 40” 
Flowers very large. Smooth, golden-yellow 

standards and falls of deep orange-yellow. 
No haft markings. Blooms very late. 

FANCIFUL (DeForest ‘57) 
Bright pink infusion through peachy-apri- 

cot. Size and substance. Clean hafts with 

strawberry beard. A smooth, flaring flower 

that is really luscious. Net $12.00 

FANCY FEATHERS (Muhl. 452) ML. 36” 

Bi-color plicata that is unique. Standards 

are golden tan. Falls are medium yellow 

bordered bright mahogany red. $1.50 
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FANCY WORKS (Craig ‘51) M. 40” 
Onco-bred, fancy plicata, burgundy self. 
Intricately and delicately patterned with 
deeper burgundy. $2.59 

FANCY RHYTHM (J. Wells ‘56) ML. 36” 
Beautiful smooth, shimmering violet 
purple accented by a white signal and 
beautiful full white beard. Large Mohr 
type flower with ruffled form and clarity 
of color which gives you the feeling that 
you can see right through it. Three way 
branching. $2.00 

FAREWELL (Craig ‘54) M. 40” 
Large full orchid self. Our favorite in this 
color class. $2.00 

FATHER RIGNEY (Mission Gardens ‘56) M. 
42" 

Very large, dark violet. Beard is violet 
tipped. White high upon the shoulders of 
the falls on either side. Where standards 
and falls meet there is a dark brown 
splotch which adds interest and beauty to 
this richly colored iris. The stems are tall. 
The flowers have excellent form. The 
substance of the flowers is extra good. 

$10.00 
FESTOON (Hall ‘58) M. 38” 

A luscious blend of caramel, peach and 
salmon-pink with extra heavy beard of 
tangerine red. The coloring is positively 
mouth watering. The crimped and ruffled 
edges of the standards and falls are a 
-most attractive feature of this delectable 
novelty. Being from pink ‘breeding, it 
should be a gem for the hybridizer. It is 
quite early, of good size and well branch- 
ed. Net $15.00 

FIGURINE (Babson) ML. 36” 
Beautifully formed flowers of lavender- 
buff with deeper lavender wash. $1.00 

FIREBRIGHT (Craig ‘56) M. 36” 
Excellent deep red, rich and intense with 
blue blaze on the haft. Smooth finish. 

$8.00 

FIRE BRIGADE (Schreiner ‘57) EM. 36” 
This sharply glowing crimson red might 
be called a much improved Ranger. Sur- 
passing this old favorite in size, broad 
petals and degree of redness. A beautiful, 
satisfying and vigorous addition to our 
limited number of good reds. $10.00 

FIRENZE (0. Brown ‘58) M. 40” 
Spectrum violet self with tangerine beard. 
Standards are ruffled and well closed. 
Falls are slightly ruffled and pleasingly 
flared. Substance is excellent and branch- 
ing is good with three open blooms at a 
time, well spaced. You are sure to be 
attracted by this new color combination 
as it makes a striking garden display. 

Net $20.00 
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FIRETAIL (Schreiner ‘55) ML. 40” 
Clean yellow with trim plicata margins of 
cinnamon tan. A seedling of Frolic and 
Rodeo and is of giant size. An imposing 
iris of unusual finish and landscape value. 

$3.50 
FIESTAWAY (Dr. Branch ‘57) M. 32” 

A smooth blended rose and gold. It has 
tremendous garden value. Its domed stan- 
dards are slightly lighter than its semi- 
flaring falls. Branching is good. Substance 
is excellent and the whole flower has a 
fine lace edging. $3.00 

FIREFLURRY (Rees ’57) 38” 
Another combination of Snow Flurry with 
a plicata—this time Fire Dance—that has 
produced a red. Should be a fine breeder 
for plicatas and reds. $9.00 

FIRST CURTAIN (Muhl. ‘57) EM. 24” 
Laced and ruffled with true pink. Stan- 
dards slightly open, but show wide laced 
styles that make the flower most charm- 
ing. Net $25.00 

FIRST FLIGHT (Plough ’57) M. 33” 
Here is the lacy edge on a new color. 
Standards and falls are rich bishop’s violet. 
Standards have a suffusion of buff and 
are fluted as well as laced. $12.50 

FIRST VIOLET (DeForest ‘52) M. 38” 
Large ruffled flower in manganese violet. 
Clear hafts and lighter beard. A grand 
new variety displayed on a sturdy stalk. 
HM; S37 AWM2"55: $6.00 

FIREBIRD (Tomp. ‘54) ML. 36” 
Deep hollyhock red or aster purple with 
a full beard of fiery red. A step toward 
full red-bearded reds. $3.00 

FLAMINGO BAY (Muhl. ‘53) ML. 36” 
Vivid deep flamingo pink. The large flow- 
ers have fine form and good substance. 

$3.50 
FLEETA (0. Fay ’55) M. 37” 

A medium light pink self with pinkish red 
beard. Very thick petals. The large flowers 
are nicely ruffled and are carried on well 
branched stalks. H.C. ‘54. $15.00 

FLIRTATION (C. Benson ‘56) M. 36” 
An intense, deep rich pink self with a 
fiery red beard believed to be deeper in 
color than most other pinks to date. H.M. 
petey $10.00 

FLYING HIGH (Waters ‘57) M. 38” 
Striking iris of very clear medium blue— 
bluer than Pierre Menard. The very broad, 
flaring, almost horizontal falls with con- 
trasting white beard make this a most 
distinct iris. The flowers are large, beauti- 
fully ruffled and of heavy substance. H.C. 
On Vee $14.50 



FLUTED COPPER (Kleinsorge ‘57) M. 36” 
Both the standards and falls are bright 
copper, curled and crinkled, broad and in 
good balance. The beard is bronzy-orange. 

$8.00 

FOAMCREST (S. Shirmer ‘53) EM. 32” 
Gray, fading to white, just like the foam 
on the crest of an ocean wave. $1.50 

FOLK SONG (Tomp. ‘56) ML. 36” 
A very large flower of deep rich pink with 
a very faint undertone of apricot that 
seems to heighten the overall coloring. 
The petals are extra broad and of heavy 
substance and a silken glossy finish. A 
fiery red beard is an added attraction. 
3 Geoialek $7.50 

FORTUNE’S GIFT (Mitsch ‘55) M. 40” 
Beautiful, huge seven inch grown iris car- 
rying the browns to new heights of per- 
fection. H.M. ‘56. $6.00 

FOR SURE (Linse ’55) EM. 35” 
A new deeper toned edition of Lady Mohr. 

$3.50 © 
FOXFIRE (Fox ‘52) EM. 35” 

Rich deep yellow of large size. There is a 
lighter area below the beard. Excellent 
Rorminii\ en.) 5,, $1.00 

FRANCES CRAIG (Craig ‘52) M. 40” 
A very large, excellently formed oncobred 
of soft powder blue. This is one of the 
fapelticainwitsrclass, -biMi. O38: $2.50 

FRANCES KENT (DeForest ‘51) M. 38” 
Light apricot cream and chartreuse. Deep 
tangerine beard. Hafts flushed pink. H.M. 

‘53, Am. ‘54. $1.50 

FRESCO (Tomp. ‘57) ML. 38” 
A lovely new plicata of extra large size 
and brilliant coloring. The basic color is 
light burgundy-red that is brightened by 
an infusion of ruby. The falls are pattern- 

ed with a network of rich gold veining 

and a heavier stitched edge. A rich velvety 
sheen of black overlays the whole flower 
as if powdered on. The flowers are beauti- 
fully formed with broad flaring, nicely 
ruffled petals. Strong, tall, well branched 

stalks. Net $15.00 

FRILLY FRINGES (Mission Gardens ‘56) M. 
38” 

This is a very fancy iris. Standards, falls 

and style arms all done up with frilly 

fringes of fancy lace. The color is clear 

cream with light yellow on the hafts. The 

flowers have. a crystal-like appearance. 

BAY s Wile de $10.00 

FRONT GATE (Guy Rogers ‘55) EML. 36” 

Beautifully flared, ruffled and rounded 

flowers of ideal form and substance. A 

great new addition to the whites. $5.00. 

FRONT PAGE (Kleinsorge ‘55) M. 38” 
Deep red-golden, lightening to almost 
white on the central area of the falls. 
BoM se Gs $5.00 

FRONTIER DAYS (Tomp. ‘53) MVL. 38” 
This has very large flowers with broad 
petals and flaring form. The substance is 
extra heavy and the finish is sleek and 
glossy giving great brilliance and much 
carrying power to the cardinal red blooms. 

$3.00 

FROLIC (Schreiner ‘52) ML. 36” 
Richest yellow ground plicata marked deep 
brown. Stunning. $3.00 

FROST & FLAME (Hall ‘57) M. 48” 
Snow white iris with flamingo red beard. 
The flowers are large, the stiff stems reach 
A ft. and the thick petals are as clean and 
white as a sheet. Beautiful. $12.00 

FROSTED LACE (Crosby ‘57) ML. 36” 
Large, sparkling white with heavily laced 
edqe-ahy.ce~ 0: $12.00 

FUCHSIA (D. Hall ‘51) M. 36” 
A vivid raspberry pink of fuchsia self with 
a very heavy red beard. Flaring, slightly 
ruffled form. H.M. ‘53. $2.00 

FULL REWARD (Kleinsorge ‘55) L. 36” . 
Another seedling of solid gold and one of 
the largest and most deeply toned yellow 
we have ever seen. The falls are excep- 
tionally wide right up to the point where 
they meet the fully domed standards. 
Extra good branching and an abundance 
of blossoms. $5.00 

FUTURAMIC (Plough ‘56) M. 35” 
Here is a frilled and shirred beauty in soft 
pastel tones. The falls are chrome yellow 
shading to rose bengal at the tips. The 
standards are lighter tint of rose bengal, 
shading to chrome. $5.00 

GAIL (Mrs. Roy Jensen) ML. 32” 
This is the finest orange or apricot colored 
iris seen. The flowers are large, wide, 
smooth, beautifully ruffled and possess 
great substance. H.C. ‘55. $10.00 

GARDEN GOLD (D. Hall 56) M. 36” 
Solid deep chrome yellow throughout ex- 
cept for the fiery orange red beard. Large 
and ruffled. H.M. ‘57. $6.00 

GARNET GLOW (Sass ’51) M. 38” 
Purple self with tangerine red beard. A 
beauty HMi 2: $1.00 

GAY ADVENTURE (Hamblen ’57) EM. 36” 
Wide, heavily substanced greyed violet 
with a big yellow beard. Long season of 
bloom. $10.00 
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GAY APPAREL (Carl O. Schirmer ‘58) EM. 
38” 

Gay indeed is this colorful laced novelty. 
Standards peachy-tan, falls blended violet, 
peach and blue. The falls flare almost 
horizontally. There are some reticulations 
ati themhatts: iGo 55) $20.00 

GAY HEAD (Knowlton ‘54) M. 36” 
Lively and striking variegata blessed with 
quality. H.M. ‘54. $6.00 

GAY LAVINIA (Schreiner ‘54) ML. 38” 
Lovely white with tangerine red beard. 

$3.00 

GAYLORD (Douglas ‘50) L. 38” 
A very fine new amoena with snowy stan- 
dards and rich, blue-purple falls. Lovely 
form and heavy substance. H.M. ‘49. 

$2.50 

GAY PAREE (Plough ‘56) EM. 38” 
The flower is a snowy white self. There 
is an overlay of chartreuse green and gold 
on the upper part of the falls and a heavy 
geranium red beard gives the finishing 
touche hl. Gee $5.00 

GAY PRINCESS (O. Brown ‘57) M. 34” 
Luscious lemon yellow self. All petals in- 
cluding styles are heavily laced. Standards 

“are well domed and falls are semi-flaring. 
Flowers open well without tearing or dis- 
tortion despite the extreme lacing. If you 
dike laced iris you are sure to like this 
one. $15.00 

GAY NINETIES (Lohman ’57) 
A horned iris. It is a yellow ground plicata 
with the standards heavily marked with 
garnet red and a border on the falls. The 
horns extend out and upwards from the 
end of the beard. $10.00 

GARNET ROYAL (Cory ‘56) M. 34” 
Superb is the word for this dark, rich red 
self with velvety falls. There is not a vein 
to mar its beauty. Brown beard. Good 
grower. H.C. ‘53. $15.00 

GAY SPRING (Knowlton ‘53) M. 38” 
Medium golden yellow self with deeper 
orange beard. A _ ruffled beauty with 
domed standards and flaring falls. Heavily 
substanced and luscious. H.M. ‘55. $3.50 

GAY WELCOME (Coppedge ‘56) EM. 38” 
It’s a bi-color with standards of light to 
dark mimosa yellow. Falls are white widely 
edged in dark mimosa yellow, beard but- 
tercup yellow. The beautifully ruffled, 
large flowers last from 4 to 5 days and 
are borne on graceful stalks. A vigorous 
arower) FC: 2 55)4H M57. $6.00 
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GENE WILD (Craig ‘52) ML. 36” 
A beautiful new plicata of pure white 
ground stippled and splashed all over with 
magenta rose. H.M. ‘54. $4.00 

GEORGE MAESER (Luzon Crosby ‘58) EM. 
36” 

The most heavily laced yellow iris between 
barium and cadmium yellow. Falls slightly 
lighter in center. Won the seedling cup 
last year at the Utah |. S..Show and re- 
ceived a C.C.C. Net $18.00 

GENEROUS (Muhl. ‘55) EM. 36” 
Extremely large golden russet self. $6.00 

GINGER (Schreiner 53) ML. 37” 
Spicy lacquered ginger color blend. Here 
is a glossy, rich, fine grower. $2.00 

GLACIER QUEEN (Awalt ‘58) 
This huge, long lasting cool white is very 
tall and nicely ruffled. $10.00 

GLISTENING COPPER (Muhl. 53) ML. 34” 
A new copper of very intense, almost 
fiery coloring. This has medium to large 
flowers of heavy substance and flaring 
form. $3.50 

GLITTERING AMBER (Hamblen ’57) EM. 
Large, lovely flowers of apricot amber 
that fairly glitter. A tangerine beard adds 
tOsltS+ Charmrshi. DO. taivises OL 

Net $20.00 

GLITTERING GOLD (Murray ’55) M. 38” 
Huge, golden orange self. One of the 
largest and most impressive iris we have 
ever seen anywhere. H.C. ‘54. $2.50 

GLOBETROTTER (Linse ‘56) M. 42” 
A huge golden tan with upper part of the 
standards and lower part of falls deep 
rose. Buff at the sides of the hafts and a 
margin of gold buff around the edge. The 
beard is yellow. A lovely iris. $7.50 

GLORIETA (George Murray ’58) M. 42” 
The tallest of the apricots. A very smooth 
clean self of rich apricot with red under- 
tone. The standards are closed, falls flare 
and are broad with good substance. Fine 
branching. Net $20.00 

GLOWING AMBER (Craig ‘53) M. 36” 
Golden amber overlaid with smoky amber 
and sepia. A true fancy. H.M. ‘54. $3.50 

GLOWING GOLD (Knowlton ‘54) M. 38” 
The standards are rich yellow, firmly 
domed and the styles are the same color. 
It has great depth of color. A very broad 
haft with a flush of cream just below the 
deep yellow beard. Firm substance with 
good branching. H.M. ‘55. $6.00 



GLOW MOHR (Craig ‘56) M. 36” 
Large Mohr type flower in rose. $1.50 

GOLDEN ALPS (Brummett ‘55) ML. 36” 
Very smooth bi-color yellow, almost an 
amoena. Falls have a slight ruffle giving 
it distinction. $6.00 

GOLDEN BLAZE (Mitsch ‘56) M. 34” 
This ruffled, burnished gold iris is a 
beauty. You will love its crisp, luxurious, 
ruffled form. $7.50 

GOLDEN CROWN (Kleinsorge ‘54) M. 36” 
New, very large and wide variegata. Stan- 
dards are old gold and falls are rich brown- 
ish-maroon. Form is flaring. Richly colored 
beauty. $3.50 

GOLDEN GLADIATOR (Jack Craig ‘58) M. 
4 yh 

The big, globular flowers are a clean bar- 
ium yellow self including the beard. The 
very wide style arms are peculiar in that 
they are short and deep within the flower 

but at certain angles may be seen. The 

spread of the falls will easily measure 82 
inches and are extremely wide and flaring. 
The standards lighten after the second 
day, giving the flower an appearance of 
being a yellow neglecta. Golden Gladiator 
won the Regional 14 seedling cup during 

the 1957 Regional meeting and was 

awarded an H.C. in 1957. Net $30.00 

GOLDEN GLEAM (Miess ’51) M. 38” 
Rich dandelion yellow self with darker 
veining on the falls, indicating its plicata 

blood. Large, heavy texture. Flowers on 

sturdy stalks. H.M. ‘52. $1.25 

GOLDEN GARLAND (Hall ‘57) LM. 48” 

Golden yellow standards and almost white 

falls bordered yellow. The lacework and 

crimped petals on both standards and falls 

are exceptional. Here is a real traffic 

stopper. $10.00 

GOLDEN HAWK (K. Smith ’51) M. 40” 

An exceptionally handsome large primrose 

yellow self. Overlaid with metallic gold. 

No haft markings. H.M. ‘52. $6.00 

GOLDEN LANCER (Pattison ‘57) M. 40” 

The broad, lightly ruffled falls are white 

with a deep yellow border. The hafts are 

deep velvety yellow. The well domed stan- 

dards are yellow. Finish is smooth and 

there are many buds on well branched 

stalks. $7.00 

GOLDEN STAIRS (F. Crandall ‘57) EM. 48” 

This is deep yellow with tan influence. 

ae Mo eel. $7.50 

GOLDEN TWILIGHT (Tomp. ‘53) M. 38” 
A beautiful blend so smoothly done that 
it appears to be a self of rich golden apri- 
cot. A luscious color that is enhanced by 
a very heavy substance and rich sparkling 
finish. $2.00 

GOLDEN VALLEY (0. Brown ‘56) M. 42” 
A bright yellow self with very wide, semi- 
flaring falls and nicely domed standards. 
All petals are slightly ruffled. Good 
branching and heavy stalks. H.M. ‘57. 

$10.00 

GOLD CUP (Murray ‘56) EM. 38” 
Very large, slightly ruffled, rich, deep 
yellow. Runner up for president’s cup 
LO SG BEIM re DG; $10.00 

GOLD TORCH (Muhl. ‘52) MVL. 36” 
A brilliant deep yellow in the same color 
range as Solid Gold. $1.00 

GRACIOUS (Schortman ‘57) M. 34” 
Dark purple self. Net $20.00 

GRACELINE (Buss ‘56) M. 42” 
Clematis or campanula violet. A perfect 
self. Grace and refinement in every line. 
Spread over eight inches. A lovely flower. 

$12.50 

GRACELLE (M. Albright ‘55) EML. 36”, 
Smooth blend of pinkish-lavender. A big 
wide, laced and ruffled flower on heavy 
stalks——not perfectly branched. H.C. ‘54, 
MA coos $8:00 

GRADUATION GIFT (Awalt ‘57) 
Luscious orchid-pink self with a bright 
coral pink beard to match. The very large 
flowers are beautifully ruffled and laced. 
Standards well domed and _ falls flare 
nicely. Each bud socket carries 3-4 buds, 
giving a wealth of bloom on excellently 
branched stalks. H.C. ‘55. Net $15.00 

GRAND TETON (DeForest ‘56) M. 38” 
Near self of wax yellow. Flowers are very 
large and ruffled. A fine iris. H.M. ‘57. 

$15.00 

GRAYMOHR (C. Jj. Paul ‘56) EM. 34” 
Greatly resembling Gatesii for size and 
shape. Grayed yellowish-chartreuse, fleck- 

ed olive-brown. Odd rather than beautiful. 
$5.00 

GREAT DAY (Tomp. ‘53) ML. 36” 
A rich glowing carmine that combines the 
best features of both its parents. Heavy 
substance. Glossy carmine-black finish. 
oh abies oes $3.00 

GRECIAN URN (Sapp ’54) ML. 40” 

Large, ruffled and beautifully formed self 

of true hyacinth violet. Very broad petal- 

ed and heavily substanced. Superb. $5.00 
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GREEN BACK (Murray ‘53) EM. 38” 
Large, wide, green-white with quite green 
buds. $1.50 

GREEN CHANCE (Murray ‘55) EM. 38” 
Chartreuse bi-color. The falls have more 
actual green than any other tall bearded 
iris—-as the name implies. $2.00 

GREEN MOHR (Muhl. ‘51) ML. 37” 
Strong, greenish chartreuse self. Full 
Mohr shape. H.M. ‘52. $1.50 

GREEN HAT (Murray 55) ML. 38” 
It has standards of green chartreuse. Falls 
of hazel-brown edged with the green color 
of the standards and set off with a gold 
beard. Flowers of heavy substance. $2.00 

GREEN IVORY (Muhl. ’53) ML. 36” 
Very large, wide ivory with greenish cast. 
Flowers so large they have a tendency to 
touch one another. $3.00 

GUSSIE (Cory ‘53) ML. 35” 
A heavily substanced and very lazy flower 
of lavender-orchid with a _ full yellow 
beard. $1.59 

GYPSY HEART (Tomp. 53) EM. 38” 
‘Lovely new bi-color. Standards soft butter- 
cup yellow. Falls are clear orchid blue. 

$2.00 

HALLMARK (D. Hall ’54) M. 36” 
A very large, golden apricot, a caramel 
self. Outstanding. H.M. “54. $3.50 

HALOLIGHT (Schreiner ‘53) L. 40” 
A blend of golden buff and apricot with 
undertones of rich gold. Tall, well branch- 
ed and with many flowers. This is areal 
standout in the garden. $3.50 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY (D. Hall ‘52) M. 35” 
A very large, heavily ruffled and beauti- 
fully formed pink with a deep tangerine 
beard. Choice. Am. ‘54. $2.50 

HAPPY MEETING (D. Lyon ’55) ML. 36” 
An altogether lovely clean and charming 
plicata of ivory white bordered lilac. H.M. 
H5 51 $8.00 

HAPPY MEMORY (Lyon ‘55) 
Fine new plicata derived from two lovely 
iris. Standards are ivory heavily sprayed 
with light violet. Falls are white with a 
border of deep violet. Form is flaring and 
well branched. H.M. ‘55. $12.00 

HAPPY VALLEY (Miess 50) M. 38” 
An amethyst violet self. Flaring and broad 
at hafts. Heavy substance. $1.50 
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HARBOR BLUE (Schreiner ‘54) ML. 40” 
A gigantic iris of light blue with excellent 
form and very heavy substance. Tall, well 
branched stalks with many flowers. H.M. 
ta poy! $3.00 

HARVEST SPLENDOR (Kleinsorge ‘56) M. 
36” 

A smooth blend of gold apricot. The stan- 
dards are solid apricot, faintly tinted rose. 
The falls are bright old gold, shading to 
apricot near the margin. Beard is orange- 
yellow. The flowers are well tailored and 
just slightly waved at the edge of the 
falls. $3.50 

HEADLINES (Brummett ‘54) MLVL. 36” 
A stunning addition to the amoena 
neglecta class. Standards have a blue cast 
when flowers first open, but fade to white 
shortly thereafter. Falls are a deep black- 
purple. The flowers are large with well 
domed standards. Falls are very flaring. 
The best new amoena. $10.00 

HEATHER ANGEL (Linse ‘56) M. 37” 
The fully rounded flowers, two inches 
across and of onco form, are absolute per- 
fection. The color is a smooth heather 
purple with blue tipped beard. Substance 
is extra heavy. $7.50 

HELEN COLLINGWOOD (K. Smith ’49) ML. 
40” 

A large, beautifully fashioned flower in 
the amoena-neglecta class. The standards 
are white, tinted blue and the falls are 
brilliant violet. Outstanding. Am. ‘51. 

$1.50 

HELEN LOUISE (Lapham ‘52) M. 36” 
A large, broad petaled flower of rich 
salmon-pink with a full red beard. H.C. 
vot bs $1.00 

HELEN McCAUGHEY (Wild ‘55) M. 36” 
Delightful, large, blue-violet self of great 
prestige and grace. A bloom to add sparkle 
to any garden. H.M. ‘56. $7.50 

HELEN McKENZIE (Graves ‘50) M. 36” 
Said to be one of the best of the whites. 
This is a pure white self even to the 
beard. H.M. ‘50. $1.50 

HELLEBORE (Taylor ‘53) M. 38” 
A rich, smooth, brown toned red with 
flaring, ruffled form. The large flowers 
are heavily substanced and are well placed 
on strong stalks. $3.50 

HER LADYSHIP (D. Palmer ‘56) EM. 36” 
Lovely waved medium blue self. Grand 
addition to the blue class. H.C. ‘55, H.M. 
aley $7.50 



HERMIT THRUSH (Mitsch ’55) M. 40” 
Ruffled and flaring medium brown with 
a glistening finish. Flowers are wide and 
ruffled. Tall stalks with fine branching. 
A beautiful iris. H.M. ‘56. $7.50 

HIGHLAND FLING (Lowry ‘53) M. 36” 
White ground plicata. The domed stan- 
dards are heavily suffused and _ stippled 
with dark red-purple. The semi-flaring 
falls are edged with same color. Firm sub- 
stance. Ruffling and well branched stalks. 
Makes an attractive iris. $1.00 

HI FI (Kindall ‘57) M. 52” 
The standards are closed, falls flaring and 
slightly ruffled near the haft. Medium 
orchid-blue. Very wide, perfect branching. 
Makes a nice clump and takes the weath- 
er. $5.00 

HIGH FASHION (Crosby ‘56) ML. 38” 
Ruffled and laced light cream self of large 
size carried on strong stalks. $5.00 

HIGH HEAVEN (Plough ‘54) M. 38” 
A very fine light blue with heavy sub- 
stance and broad, slightly ruffled petals. 
A smooth finish sets it off. $5.00 

HIGH SEA (Cory ’52) M. 40” 
Magnificent, large, cool white with ruffl- 
ing and superb finish. This cross has pro- 
duced a number of fine iris, and this one 
is no exception. Stalks are sturdy and 
well branched. H.M. ‘52. $1.00 

HIGH-TOR (P. Fielding ‘52) M. 40” 
Huge, ruffled, chicory blue falls slightly 

darker than standards. H.C. ‘51. $2.00 

HI SPOT (Hopson ‘56) 
A most exciting new iris. Very wide, tail- 

ored form, flaring falls and heavy sub- 

stance. But the color—the softest pinky 

buff throughout. A beautiful iris. 
Net $10.00 

HUMMING BIRD (Knowlton 452) M. 36” 

Buff and white bi-color marked with dis- 

tinction. H.M. ‘52. $1.00 

HUNTSMAN (Sass ‘55) M. 36” 
Very large, blackish-brown self, velvety 

and of fine form and large size. Haft is 

clean. Substance is heavy and petals are 

ruffled. H.M. ‘55. $12.50 

HUNT MOHR (E. Hunt ’56) ML. 36” 

Beautifully formed, slightly ruffled, flar- 

ing Mohr-shaped flower. A self of violet 

blue with those full ‘“onco’’ style arms. 
$10.00 

HUSH A BYE (Tomp. ‘55) ML. 36” 

Ruffled amoena. White standards. Falls 

are blend of squill-blue and chartreuse, 

giving appearance of nile blue. $3.50 

HOT MUSTARD (J. Nelson ‘57) ML. 42” 
There is nothing mild about this bright, 
sulphur yellow bi-tone. The whole flower 
has a greenish glow and it fairly screams 
for attention. The wide, flaring falls are 
very deep in color. The standards are a 
very light tint of the same color, and the 
beard is orange. H.C. ‘56. $10.00 

HOT TODDY (Linse ‘57) M. 33” 
Here is an oncobred that is as wild as 
they come. No one will pass this one by. 
The domed and overlapping standards are 
chrome yellow. The broad falls are flaring 
and are of yellow tinged green. The whole 
flower is splashed with bright ruby red. 
Unique, different and hardy. $7.50 

ICE CARNIVAL (Watkins-Graves ‘54) M. 
38” 

Very flaring flower with white falls and 
full standards of light azure blue. Frilled 
and ruffled with good substance and 
branching. A distinctive color break. H.M. 
‘54. $6.00 

ILLUSTRIOUS (D. Hall ‘53) L. 36” 
A very large flower of rich indigo blue 
with touches of brown in the hafts. A 
most welcome addition to the garden for 

its late bloom. Said to be most stunning 

in a clump. $1.50 

INCA CHIEF (Mitsch ‘52) ML. 35” 

A giant iris of luscious burnished golden 

bronze. Very broad petals of heavy sub- 

stance and waved edges. Am. ‘51. $2.50 

INKY BLUEBEARD (Noyd ‘56) EL. 36” 

Near self of deep black purple of good 

form and heavy substance. The blue beard 

gives the flower a most unusual and in- 

teresting appearance. $7.50 

INVERNESS (Watkins-Watkins ’57) M. 36” 

Distinguished pure white self with white 

beard. Flowers are large with full, wide 

falls which flare pleasingly. Three way 

branching. H.M. ‘57. Net $18.00 

IRISH LINEN (0. Fay ‘58) M. 38” 

Large lemon bearded white of great re- 

finement and beautiful form. Medium 

flaring, nicely ruffled flowers are very 

well spaced on 38” stems. The falls never 

pinch and the standards stay closed. Fast 

increaseratL eae $17.50 

IRISH CHARM (DeForest ’52) EM. 37” 

A cool looking, delightfully ruffled blue 

white with heavier veining that harkens 

back to its parent, Lake Shannon. $1.50 
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IRISH WHIM (Muhl. ‘58) ML. 40” 
Very wide, ruffled white with a green cast 
throughout. Like its half sister, Snow 
Flurry, it has a lot of charm. Gorgeous 
flowers, foliage and stalk. Net $15.00 

IRMA MELROSE (DeForest “56) ML. 39” 
Unusually large, ruffled flowers of excel- 
lent substance and graceful flaring form. 
A pale lemon yellow self. This is deli- 
cately patterned with faint plicata mark- 
ings. Tall, strong, well branched stalks. 
H.M. ‘56. $12.00 

IVORY BLACK (DeForest ’57) M. 36” 
Extraordinary wide, rounded, flaring, vel- 
vety falls so black at times as to appear 
sooty. Wide, clean hafts. Self beard. 
Closed standards of blackish violet. Size, 
form, substance and clean hafts all com- 
bine to make this variety a standout. 

$15.00 

IVORY SUPREME (Carpenter ‘52) ML. 37” 
A beautiful new cream toned iris of ex- 
quisite form and finish. Almost a self. 
This is just a shade deeper in color at the 
hafts. A floriferous variety with tall, well 
branched stalks. H.M. ‘53. $2.00 

IVORY WORKS (Wills 55) M. 36” 
eA very lovely new iris of rich creamy 
ivory. The standards are cream and the 
falls are pale ivory with a border of cream. 
The flowers are of lovely ruffled form 

and heavily substanced. Choice. H.M. ‘57. 
$7.00 

JADE QUEEN (Knopf ‘58) MV. 36” 
A tall, bearded iris of lovely form, good 
branching and excellent substance. Stan- 
dards are erect and nicely closed. Willow 
green. Falls same color with sea blue 
around tip of beard. Nicely flared. Hafts 
uranium green. Glistening silver dusted 
over entire. flower. Vigorous grower and 
good increaser. Net $20.00 

JALLAH EFFENDI (C. White ’52) M. 30” 
Brown bi-tone oncobred with red and 
purple splashes. Large and very wide 
petals and heavy orange beard. $2.50 

JAN HESS (Watkins ‘56) M. 39” 
Beautiful light blue with flaring falls and 
good substance. $5.50 

JAVA JEWEL (DeForest ‘51) ML. 38” 
A large, well formed flower of bright old 
gold. The basic color is tan-gold and 
brilliance is added by a shimmering metal- 
lic greenish overtone. Lovely. $1.00 

JOAN CRAWFORD (C. Benson ‘54) M. 38” 
Silvery blue self. Excellent substance. 
White tipped beard. $10.00 
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JUBILATION (Tomp. ‘55) M. 36” 
A new plicata of creamy lemon with a 
border of rich chrome yellow sandings 
and dottings. There is a small area of 
ivory-lemon at the end of the beard, which 
is deep chrome gold. This is underset by 
a soft cinnamon that emerges from the 
tip of the beard and continues to the end 
of the falls. Flowers are of good size, sub- 
stance and finish and are silken, heavy 
fluted and ruffled. H.C. ‘53. $7.50 

JUNE BRIDE (D. Hall ’52) M. 30” 
Deep apricot pink with heavy geranium 
red beard. Large flowers of flaring form. 
A luscious beauty. H.M. ‘52. $1.50 

JUNE MEREDITH (Muhl. ‘54) ML. 36” 
Intense, bright, clear pink with ruffly 
form and good substance. A dream flower 
that is almost too good to be true. Am. 
rOy, 11. Gate basa ee as $10.00 

JUNE SUNLIGHT (McCormick ‘53) L. 36” 
Bright, light yellow self with a velvety 
finish. Very clear and clean. Form and 
substance are good and beard is heavy 
and orange. H.M. ‘52. $3.50 

JUST MUSIC (Dr. Branch ’57) M. 34” 
Deep, clear pink. It has very excellently 
placed, though close, branching and the 
sequence of bloom is such that there is 
never any bunching of flowers. Strong, 
swirling standards, semi-flaring falls, clean 
nafts, tangerine beard and finely crimped, 
ruffled edges. H.C. ‘56. $5.00 

KALIFA KABUL (White ‘54) E. 30” 
This curious olive green onco-bred has 
abundant pollen and will seed. This makes 
it useful for breeders of onco-breds. It is 
unusually vigorous, free flowering and a 
rapid increaser for a plant in this group. 
Standards are chartreuse, shading to in- 
dian buff at the base and the falls are 
absinth yellow marked with olive green 
and indian buff. The whole flower, espec- 
ially the falls, is splashed brown. $15.00 

KANAB (Crosby ‘54) EM. 40” 
Reddish brown with heavy substance. Flar- 
ing falls edged gold. $5.00 

KARACHI (Schreiner ‘58) ML. 35” 
Deeper, richer, redder and larger than any 
of its predecessors, such as the ever popu- 
lar Port Wine and Bazaar. The entire 
flower of crisp form and ideal habits is a 
glistening red-purple except for a large 
bold splash of white on the center of the 
falls. A beautiful iris. Net $17.50 



KIKI (Graves ‘51) M. 39” 
Another new Graves blue of slightly deep- 
er tone than Jane Phillips. Flaring form 
and heavy substance. H.M. ‘53. $6.00 

KING’S CHOICE (Schreiner ‘57) ML. 38” 
This is the richest, deepest midnight blue 
we have ever seen. A larger, more glori- 
fied Gulf Stream. Heavy substance with 
a heavy silken sheen. An outstanding iris. 

$10.00 

KING DAVID (Craig ’51) M. 40” 
Large, rich, deep blue purple. The heavily 
substanced flowers show the Mohr vein- 
ing. $1.00 

KOL NIDRE (D. Lyon ‘53) M. 36” 
As might be expected from this rich cross 
—a glowing violet and deep purplish bi- 
tone. $3.50 

LADDIE (Miess ‘51) M. 36” 
Silvery blue infused with cocoa at the 
hafts. Standards are domed and the falls 
are flaring. Substance is heavy and the 
flowers are ruffled. H.M. ‘51. $1.25 

LACY BLUEBONNET (Knopf ‘57) M. 38” 
Daintily laced lavender blue of very good 
form. Standards nicely laced and closed. 
Falls flaring and lacy, white throat and 
pale yellow beard. A vigorous grower. A 
beautiful iris for any garden. $15.00 

LADY ALBRIGHT (Muhl. ‘50) ML. 36” 
Intensely bright blend. Standards are 
bright copper-gold. Falls are rosy violet 
flushed blue and edged with color of 
standards. Very fine. H.M. ‘50. $2.00 

LADY ANGIE (Quadros ‘58) EM. 36” 
A very deep violet blue with a white tip- 

ped beard that stands out. Blooms are 

large and well placed on a slender stalk. 

Standards are closed, falls well rounded 

and slightly waved. No haft markings to 
mar its looks. It is outstanding in a clump. 
Blooms are long lasting. H.C. ‘58. 

Net $15.00 

LADY BLUEBEARD (Suiter ‘55) M. 36” 

A new ruffled white with heavy blue 

beard. Long bloomer of good height. Very 

lovely. $3.50 

LADY DOZIER (Dozier ’51) M. 35” 

Very large, broad petaled flower of rich 

cobalt blue. Typical full Mohr form. Very 

Tinete HIM DAS $3.50 

LADY ILSE (K. Smith ‘51) M. 38” 

Truly a beautiful, large, ruffled, powder 

Blues Aman 2D. $2.50 

LADY ELSIE (Lyon ‘57) M. 38” 
Large flowers with very broad petals 
beautifully branched. A bi-tone with stan- 
dards of amethyst violet shaded lighter. 
The falls are plum purple, darker in the 
center with an antique gold tipped beard 
and amethyst violet base. H.C. ‘56. 

$17.00 

LADY ROGERS (G. Rogers ‘54) ELM. 36” 
True light blue of wonderful shape and 
quality. Does fade some in hot sun so 

suggest some shade. H.M. ‘54. $7.50 

LADY RUFFLES (Schirmer ‘52) M. 38” 
Tall, beautifully ruffled and waved white 

self with a faint bluish tint. $5.00 

LAKE CHELANE (Noyd ‘56) ML. 
A deep blue self even to the beard. The 

lighter area around the blue accents it. 
Net $15.00 

L’AMOHR (Craig *52) M. 36” 
A seedling of Lady Mohr. Same dress 

but a different color. Pink with -a dark 

signal patch. $3.00 

LAND’S END (Watkins-Graves ‘56) M. 38” 

A blue that is a real blue self in the blue 

class. Perfectly branched stalks on which 

the flowers are evenly spaced with no 

crowding. Very ruffled with well closed 

standards. The flaring falls are extremely 

wide at the hafts. Very fragrant iris with 

great garden value. H.C. ‘55. $10.00 

LA NEGRA FLOR (Luzon Crosby ‘57) EM. 
36” 

An unusually rich, dark black purple self 

of large size and beautiful form. The 

petals are heavily substanced and are 

broad with waved and ruffled edges. The 

darkness is intensified by the dark beard. 

FiGan5Gs Net $20.00 

LANTANA (DeForest ‘54) M. 38” 

A very bright new blend of coppery tan 

with an overall flush of golden Lantana. 
$4.50 

LARGESSE (Wills ‘55) M. 39” 
Very large lemon-cream with very broad 

standards and widely flaring falls that are 

waved and ruffled at the edges. The 

flowers are primrose yellow. There is no 

venition around the deep primrose beard. 

A very distinct addition. $8.00 

“LASSES TAFFY (Albright ‘55) EM. 36” 

Lovely flaring golden russet self, on well 

branched stalks. H.M. ‘54. $7.50 

LAVANESQUE (Schreiners ‘52) EM. 38” 

Wide, full orchid pink of ruffled flaring 

form and beautiful finish. This popular 

color is rapidly coming to the front. $2.50 
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LATE APRICOT (Muhl. ‘57) LVL. 34” 
Tailored, wide, peach apricot with light 
area in falls. Self beard. $7.50 

LAVENDULA (Dr. Branch ‘57) 36” 
Falls are deep lilac lavender. Standards 
somewhat lighter. The lace edged falls are 
wide and flaring. H.M. ‘58. Net $15.00 

LAVISH LADY (Butterick ‘54) M. 38” 
Lavishly ruffled flower of sea lavender- 
violet. The large, broad, well spaced 
blooms of firm substance make it an iris 
of unusual charm and refinement. H.C. 
BO? fabteVis tA $8.00 

LEGIONNAIRE (Watkins-Graves ‘53) M. 
36” 

Exquisite flower of pale blue with a deeper 
blue flush toward the center of the flower. 
Crisp ruffling of both standards and falls 
gives added charm. Superb branching and 
long season of bloom. H.C. ‘52. $2.00 

LEMON SILK (Austin ‘54) EM. 30” 
A lovely combination of clear lemon- 
yellow. Standards tall, somewhat upright 
and closed with creamy white falls. Has 
a tiny edging of yellow petals often faintly 
flushed rose lilac. $1.50 

LEMON MERINGUE (Noyd ‘57) MVL. 29” 
A very contrasty lemon white iris with 
faced and ruffled edges. Large white area 
on the falls and the edges are lemon yel- 
low. The standards are very stiff and 
slightly open. Stalks are sturdy and well 
branched. $7.50 

LIBRETTO (Tomp. ‘57) M. 40” 
A large, beautifully formed flower with 
very broad, heavily ruffled petals. In 
color it is a very pale shade of wisteria- 
violet. In reality it is a pure white with 
enough violet infusion to make it a 
smooth, milky, orchid white. Extra thick 
petals and a cool clean finish add to its 
beauty and a white orchid tipped beard 
sets off the whole flower. $15.00 

LILAC BOUQUET (L. Crosby ‘58) EML. 40” 
Without a doubt the finest lilac self yet 
to be introduced. The finish is enamel- 
like. The falls are remarkably wide and 
flaring with just enough ruffling to give 
the flower much charm. Beard an incon- 
spicuous light yellow. H.C. ‘57. 

Net $22.50 

LILAC PARADE (Noyd ’58) ML. 
A very large, persian lilac self with a 
bright tangerine beard. $15.00 
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LIMELIGHT (D. Hall ‘52) M. 35” 
Lovely new blend of canary-yellow and 
greenish lemon with chantilly lace edging. 
Lighter area in center of falls. Am. ‘54. 

$2.50 
LINA BETH (DeForest ‘54) M. 36” 

Very large, delicately tinted pink with 
warm pink beard. Unusual and attractive. 
Very lovely. $5.00 

LOIS CRAIG (Tom Craig ‘56) ML. 36” 
Among plants in the red range this one 
is most outstanding for its elegant struc- 
ture and great vigor. The flowers are very 
large and are born on perfect tall, strong, 
slender, widely branched stems. $15.00 

LOLAWANA (Becherer ‘57) M. 38” 
A large flower of smoky blue with a dis- 
tinct dark, almost black, spot the size of 
a half dollar on the falls. Easy to grow. 
Very attractive. $3.50 

LOTTIE LEMBRICH (Lapham ’51) M. 37” 
A new iris color—old fashioned lilac. The 
very large flowers are full and well round- 
ed with heavy substance. The falls are 
slightly deeper in color than the standards 
and have a bright tangerine beard. Lovely 
and _ different. $1.00 

LULA MARGUERITE (DeForest ‘56) M. 38” 
If you want something different in iris, 
this is it. Unusual in coloring and unusual 
in pattern and very lovely. The flowers 
are of a light blended blue coloring with 
a glittering golden edge on both the stan- 
dards and falls. The gilt-like edge which 
appears to be almost painted on deepens 
to a brushing of gold at the haft and at 
the base of the standards. The flowers are 
large and ruffled. $12.00 

LURA (DeForest ‘52) M. 40” 
Very large ruffled flaring flowers of heavy 
substance. Color is blended violet with 
brown shading and a blue blaze. Unusual 
and different. $1.50 

LUSCIOUS (Carney ‘57) 
Lovely blend of creamy-tan and peach 
pink with a nice tangerine beard. Early 
and quite gay. Net $15.00 

LYNN HALL (D. Hall 57) ML. 36” 
A very deep and uniform shade of luscious 
pink. It flowers freely, is beautifully 
branched, grows and increases vigorously. 
mC). Katey, $15.00 

MAC O’ CHEE (Wickersham ’56) M. 34” 
A blend of rosy-brown with deeper hafts 
and an electric blue flush in center of 
falls. Brown beard. Somewhat on the order 
of Grand Canyon. $7.50 



MADAME MOHR (Becherer ‘51) M. 40” 
Huge powder blue of rounded onco form. 
An unusual iris with an unusual pedigree. 

$2.00 

MAGIC HALO (G. W. Coppedge ‘58) M. 
36” 

The subtle fascination of this artistic 
blend gives pleasure in all its blooming 
phases. Rosy orchid heart, shading to 
pearl gray at the edge of the petals. Com- 
pletely overlaid with soft metallic gold, 
creating a halo illusion. Ideal proportions, 
substance and texture. Well branched. 

Net $25.00 

MAHARAJAH (White ’55) ML. 40” 
Sparkling dark blend of honey gold and 
tawny red shades. Medium large globe 
shaped flowers are well displayed on well 
branched stalks. One season bloom. $2.00 

MAGIC MOOD (Dr. Branch ‘57) M. 38” 
This is a large, ruffled and lacy medium 
orange self with a slightly deeper orange 

beard. Falls are wide and semi-flaring. 

Standards swirl in a conical shape. Branch- 
ing is wide and excellently spaced. H.C. 
‘D6. $7.50 

MAID O’ COTTON (J. Pierce ‘53) M. 40” 
Lovely new white. H.C. 252. $2.00 

MAJOR EFF (Watkins ‘55) M. 39” 

It is a medium violet-blue self. Bluebird 

blue is the nearest tone in color chart. 

Ruffling at tip of falls. Beard almost 

white.t1.C, 53:eH.M. -56. $10.00 

MAJORETTE (Miess ‘53) ML. 38” 
Vividly colored iris of deep maroon falls, 

accentuated by a pure white beard and 

apaulet-like white plicata markings at the 

hafts. H.M. ‘54. $4.00 

MARION (Dubes ‘55) M. 36” 

Lovely white with blue cast. Delightful 

orange blossom perfume. H.C. ‘55. $2.00 

MARION MARLOWE (C. Benson ‘57) M. 
38” 

This white magnolia-like quality iris has 

broad blossoms that are perfect in every 

way and completely white throughout 

with the exception of a touch of green in 

the throat. Standards are ruffled, falls are 

waved gracefully, semi-flared and wide. 

The beard is snowy white. H.C. ‘54. 
$10.00 

MARYLN C. (L. Crosby) EML. 36” 

Surely the most distinct and striking of 

its type. Could be called a vastly improved 

Frances Kent or Palomino, but has a 

charm and individuality of its own diffi- 

cult to describe. The standards are warm 

pink changing to peach apricot near the 

edges. Falls creamy white edged in apri- 
cot, deepening at the hafts. Heavily sub- 

stanced. The falls flare ruffled and carry 
a deep tangerine beard. Truly a great iris. 

eet ah Net $35.00 

MARDI GRAS (K. Smith ‘52) L. 40” 
This colorful neglecta is deeper than 

Helen Collingwood and very late flower- 
ing. The standards are light campanula 

violet and the semi-flaring of velvety dark 

purple falls have a brown overlay at the 

hafts. Smoothly finished flowers with firm 

substance and excellent branching. $2.50 

MARSALA (DeForest ‘51) M. 34” 
Self of bright persian rose with heavy red 

beard. Closed standards and flaring falls 

with good form, substance and branching. 
$3.00 

MARY ELLA (Rundlett 156) M. 36” 
Smooth flaring apricot self. H.M. ‘56. 

$7.50 

MARY McCLELLAN (Craig ‘52) M. 50” 
A quality iris in deep blue. Large with 

nice form and branching. $3.00 

MARY RANDALL (0. Fay ‘51) M. 37” 

Smooth self of rich bengal rose with full 

tangerine beard. The petals are wide, the 

color is clean and bright. Substance, tex- 

ture and form are excellent. One of the 

most outstanding iris of today. Am. ‘53, 

Dykes Medal ‘54. $5.00 

MARY VALENTINE (Craig ‘52) EM. 40° 

Giant, non-fading pale blue onco-bred. 

Form, substance, branching and growth 

are all excellent. $5.00 

MAUVE DUST (Craig ‘54) M. 36” 

A huge and tall Mohr hybrid in a par- 

ticularly attractive subdued rose-violet. 

It’s lovely. $3.50 

MAY HALL (D. Hall ‘54) M. 36” 

Bright clean flamingo pink with vivid 

beard. Many flowers on well branched 

stalks. Considered one of Mr. Hall’s best 

flamingo pinks to date. H.M. ‘54. $5.00 

MAY MAGIC (Schreiner ‘56) M. 33” 

This orchid-pink is good in every way. 

Adds a new lighter color note to the 

orchid-pinks. Full flounces and frills. A 

beautiful iris. $7.50 

MAYTIME (Whiting ’50) ML. 40” 

Lovely large pink bi-color. Standards are 

silvery lilac pink widely and firmly held. 

The broad falls are deeper rose pink. 

Beard is light yellow. Altogether gay and 

fine. Am. ‘53. $2.00 
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MAXIMOHR (Maxim ‘58) M. 
Bright colored mulberry onco. Has the 
onco type globular flower. A real color 
gem. $10.00 

MELISSA (Hinkle ‘56) M. 38” 
Large medium to dark blue self. The 
domed standards and horizontal falls are 
heavily ruffled. Excellent substance and 
branching. Sturdy stalks. Non-fading. H.C. 
over $15.00 

MELODY WATERS (Linse ‘57) L. 36” 
Vigorous and hardy new hybrid that is a 
real beauty. Color is sea-lavender-violet, 
darkening toward the petal edges. Beard 
is yellow. The flaring falls are beautifully 
ruffled as are the standards which are 
domed and overlapped. $15.00 

MELLOW GOLD (Lowry ‘55) M. 30” 
Lovely yellow with faint white tip at end 
of beard. $5.00 

MELODRAMA (Cook ‘56) M. 40” 
A bi-tone with the color deepening grad- 
ually from the pale violet of the closed 
standards to the deep lilac of the flaring 
falls. A seedling of Dreamcastle, it has 
flowers of the same large size-with the 
same broad segments which are moder- 
ately waved and ruffled. H.M. ‘56. 

Net $20.00 
MAYERLING (Casebeer ‘57) ML. 36” 

“Blue-violet self. $5.00 

MISSION STARLIGHT (Hamblen ‘56) ML. 
36” 

Silvery french blue with rich violet vein- 
ing at the haft which gives it charm and 
distinctions G54 SHeMs 7562 957250 

MEMORIES (Sass 53) ML. 36” 
This lovely pink from the Sass Gardens 
is really fulfilling its earlier promise of 
being sensational. The color is a_ rich 
medium pink that is brightened by a full 
pink beard. H.M. ‘53. $7.50 

MEMPHIS BELL (J. Pierce ‘52) M. 36” 
An orchid pink with considerable garden 
value. Giving a very pink effect. H.M. 
EDD. . $3.00 

MEMPHIS LASS (Schortman ’58) M. 34” 
White and burgundy plicata. Net $20.00 

MERRY LYNN (Henry Till, Jr.) EML. 38” 
Very smooth self of mingoon or near 
lobelia violet. Heavy beard of cream deep- 
ening to orange-yellow in throat. The 
extra heavy stalks carry the large waved 
flowers to perfection. Vigorous foliage 
and healthy rhizomes. Ormohr is the 
parent. Lovely self colored flower. 

Net $15.00 
MEXIGLOW (Crosby 53) M. 35” 

A very large and nicely formed flower of 
golden brown and copper with a flush of 
rich violet in the falls. A real beauty. 
Tike sa Maer be $1.50 
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MIDNIGHT BLUE (Schreiner ‘54) EM. 34” 
Dark violet beauty of jaunty appearance. 
Very floriferous and destined to great 
popularity. H.M. ‘56. $2.00 

MILLIONAIRE (Roy Brezendine ‘58) ML. 
364 

Glamorous golden brown bi-color. Stan- 
dards cocoa, falls golden glow. Almost a 
self. Very wide, full, nicely shaped and 
enough ruffling to make it charming. 

Net $18.50 

MISCHIEF (Bernhardt ‘54) ML. 34” 
Very bright medium sized variegata of 
different hue. Yellow standards, burnt 
ochre falls. $5.00 

MISS CHRISTINE (Watkins-Graves ‘54) M. 
36” 

Large flowers of rich creamy yellow with 
broad, light ruffled falls and well rounded 
standards. $5.00 

MISS ST. LOUIS (C. Benson ‘58) 
This deep, heavily substanced, apricot- 
pink self possesses all of the necessary 
requisites required and expected of a new 

introduction. Vastly different from most 
pinks, Miss St. Louis is not only a mid- 
season to late performer, it is heavily 
shirred, laced and ruffled. H.C. ‘55. 

Net $20.00 

MISSION MELODY (M. Hamblen ‘54) M. 
36” 

Beautiful rose-orchid pink self. $2.00 

MISSION ROSE (Mission Gardens ‘55) M. 
36” 

Its color is old rose or light purple. The 
falls are lighter in the center and are 
adorned with a bright red beard. The 
flowers are similar in form to Mary Ran- 
Gall and have good substance. The stems 
have better branching and carry more 
flowers per stem. A good grower. $5.00 

MOHR AFFAIR (Walker ‘53) EM. 36” 
Rich, wine color—a darker, richer Elmohr. 
Sister seedling of Mohr Majesty. $1.00 

MOHR COURAGEOUS (M. Naylor ‘54) EM. 
34” 

Flaring, heavily substanced  violet-blue 
with brownish cast in falls. A fine iris 
with great blood. $3.50 

MOHR ELEGANCE (Austin ‘53) EM. 32” 
Amethyst self with light yellow beard. 

$1.50 
MOHR GLORIOUS (Muhl. ’52) ML. 32” 

Similar to Elmohr but has larger flowers 
with heavier substance and extremely 
broad petals. The color is very rich mul- 
berry red. H.M. ‘54. $10.00 

MOHR HAVEN (Reynolds ‘58) 36” 
Very large ruffled grey-blue. H.M. ‘57. 

$15.00 



MOHRESQUE (A. D. Keith ‘50) EM. 50” 
Standards light brown, falls yellowish buff. 
Oddly colored: $1.50 

MOHR LEMONADE (Muhl. ‘58) EM. 36” 
This very wide pale lemon self shows its 
onco blood only in width of petals and a 
bit of oddness in the beard. The touch 
of Regalia blood has imparted a certain 
vigor in the multiplication of its healthy 
rhizomes. $15.00 

MOHR MAJESTY (Walker 52) M. 37” 
One of the most outstanding hybrids we 
have seen. Flowers are very large with 
extremely broad petals and the unusual 
lovely form of the Mohrs. In color it is 
close to rich butterscotch with a smooth 
overlay of rosy wine on the falls. H.M. 
eee $1.50 

MOHR & MORE (Muhl. 753) M. 40” 
A gigantic Mohr type flower of deep glow- 
ing purple. Often produces flowers with 
four standards and four falls. H.C. ‘52. 

$3.00 

MOHRDYKE (Aylette ‘54) M. 36” 
Odd_ silvery-blue—definitely showing its 
strange and unusual pedigree. $1.00 

MOJAVE GOLD (Henry Sass ‘53) ML. 40” 
Very large, deep orangy-yellow flowers 
that have a velvety finish and a deep 
orange beard. Fine branching. A_ very 

showy beauty. $10.00 

MOLTON (Craig “50) M. 35” 
Brilliant blend of copper and rose shade 
with blue blaze. $1.50 

MOONCHILD (Craig ‘56) E. 18” 
Novelty and charm mark this delightful 

amethyst grey border iris. Vigorous, flor- 

iferous and prolific. From its onco blood 

comes its full form, delicate pastel grey 

and blended mulberry signal, which com- 

bined with a wiry stem, makes it tops for 

arrangements. $3.50 

MOONRISE (Cory ’56) EM. 36” 
Large, straw yellow bloom with wide 

petals, closed standards and semi-flaring 

falls. Lightly ruffled. Lemon beard. Well 

branched. $3.50 

MOONLIGHT SERENADE (M. D. Naylor ‘52) 
EM. 42” 

This huge, warm white with its lemon 

cast is almost a cream. A superb iris. H.M. 

Be Dol gy 4 Brora fe $1.00 

MONTE CARLO (F. Cook ’53) M. 36” 

Clean yellow plicata marked garnet brown. 

Falls almost white edged deep yellow to 

garnet brown. Ruffled. $1.00 

MONIQUE (McKee ’56) LM. 38” 
Amoena of medium yellow with pure 
white standards. $10.00 

MONTECITO (Milliken ’50) EM. 40” 
A large, light yellow with white area in 
falls. Delightful form, domed standards 
and flaring falls that have a dip in the 
center giving the flower charm and dis- 
tinction. $2.00 

MORNING BRIGHT (Cook ‘51) M. 37” 
A lovely bi-tone with creamy buff stan- 
dards tinted pink and falls of old rose 
with creamy undertone and border. H.M. 
is jae $2.00 

MT. MAZAMA (Bailey ’56) E. 40” 
This iris is larger than its illustrious 
cousin, Elmohr, and is a stunning shade 
of persian rose purple. More rosy and in 
our estimation more attractive than El- 

mohr. $6.00 

MOHRING DOVE (Craig ‘53) EM. 32 
Mohr type flower in a dove-gray pattern. 

$1.00 

MOULIN ROUGE (Tomp. ‘54) MVL. 37” 
This near crimson has a very velvety fin- 
ish with a faint purple red sheen over the 
petals. The flowers are extra large and 

beautifully formed. H.M. ‘54. $5:00 

MUTED MUSIC (D. Palmer ‘56) EM. 37” 
Light medium blue and as blue as any on 
the market. A complete self save for«the 
white beard. Falls flare and are softly 

waved. A great iris. H.C., ‘55, H.M. ‘56. 
$10.00 

MY DARLING (M. Darling ‘56) M. 38” 
A lovely blend. Standards orchid-lavender 

suffusion on the off white base. Falls of 

white base darker orchid-lavender suffu- 

sion. Burmese gold lacy edge on both 

standards and falls. Slight green midrib. 

Deep orange beard. $7.50 

MY HAPPINESS (Sass ‘56) M. 38” 

Here is the blue with the tangerine beard 

—a real color break. The blue is of a 

medium hue. The flowers are of medium 

size, and stalks are tall. H.M. ‘57. 
$15.00 

MYSTIC LAKE (Barker ‘54) ML. 36” 

Medium blue self of uniform color and 

no coarse veining. Domed standards and 

almost horizontally flaring falls with ruf- 

fled edges. H.M. ‘54. $4.00 

MYSTIC LEGEND (Webster ‘55) EM. 38” 

The domed standards are a tint of greyed 

lavender-blue with an opalescent glow. 

The semi-flaring falls are lightly ruffled 

and are lighter with a greenish white 

center area. Beard is dove-grey. $7.50 
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MYSTIC MELODY (Stevens ‘51) M. 38” 
Another bi-tone. This has rich cream 
standards and smooth butter yellow falls 
of semi-flaring form. H.M. ‘52. $1.50 

NASHBOROUGH (Wills ‘57) EM. 36” 
This handsome variegata is rich and color- 
ful. The ruffled, firmly domed standards 
are indian yellow with widely arched and 
flaring falls of rich ruby red that have a 
velvety finish. The full gold beard adds 
to the life and brilliance of the whole 
flower. H.M. ‘57. Net $22.00 

NATIVE DANCER (O. Fay ‘54) M. 36” 
Large peach pink of lovely form. A 
beauty. H.M. ‘55. $5.00 

NEBRASKA SUNSET (Sass ‘52) M. 36” 
A self of raw sienna flushed sudan-brown. 
One of the most brilliant of the blends. 
Fine stalk with good branching. $1.00 

NELL BABSON (Babson ‘54) ML. 36” 
Deep rose with an orchid cast and a soft 
tangerine beard. Full ruffled flowers on 
a fine stem. $2.50 

NEVERMOHR (Craig ‘55) EM. 50” 
Fine new Mohr hybrid in dark blackish 
violet. Tall and stately. A heavy bloomer. 

$7.50 

NEW ADVENTURE (Muhl. ‘54) M. 36” 
Here is a new plicata that is probably the 
first of its type on the market. Bred from 
the flamingo pinks. It carries the unusual 
tangerine beard. Fair size flowers of ivory 
slightly flushed pink with the plicata edge 
done in markings of soft pink and cinna- 
mon rose. $4.00 

NEW LOOK (P. R. Johnson ’52) EM. 33” 
Mulberry red upright standards show the 
Mohr veining and large style. $1.00 

NEW LOVE (Hinkle ’56) M. 36” 
White self including beard. Nice size, 
heavy substance with slightly open stan- 
dards. $15.00 

NIGHT ‘N’ DAY (DeForest ‘55) EM. 38” 
Standards palest hortense violet. Falls 
fluorite violet overlaid velvety black. A 
near amoena in violet. Flowers are large 
and smooth on tall, well branched stalks. 
A distinct variety. $12.00 

NIGHT MOTH (Craig ‘50) ML. 36” 
An onco hybrid. Pale wisteria, veined and 
stippled at the haft and throat of the 
flower. $1.00 

NIGHT PATROL (C. Benson ‘54) M. 38” 
This very flaring deep violet-blue was one 
of the highlights in the garden here. A 
fine classy iris. H.M. ‘55. $3.00 
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NOMOHR (Gibson ‘55) EML. 40” 
Light yellow with a few violet onco lines 
at the hafts. The wide, heavily substanced 
flowers show their oncocyclus blood to a 
marked degree. H.M. ‘56. $6.00 

NONPAREIL (Darling ‘57) M. 35” 
Light rose-purple or orchid self. Here is 
an iris of much charm. Petal edges are 
heavy, crimped and lace edged. Fine sub- 
stance and finish. Non-fading and a good 
grower. $15.00 

NOMA GREENE (Murray ’58) M. 38” 
Chartreuse-green self, purple tipped 
beard. $3.50 

NORTHWESTERN (F. Cook ‘51) M. 38” 
A pure self of royal purple with fine form 
and broad, slightly ruffled petals. This 
has attracted much attention wherever 
grown and is a topnotch iris. Am. ‘53. 

$2.00 
NORAH (Lapham ’52) M. 40” 

Lovely apple-blossom pink self with tan- 
gerine beard. Lovely. $1.00 

NORWOOD (C. Benson ’54) M. 38” 
A beautiful lemon-cream self. $1.50 

NUEVO LAREDO (Kleinsorge ‘56) M. 38” 
This distinct iris is an odd shade of cop- 
per tan with suffusion of violet and brown. 
It is very large in size. The petals wave 
and curl in the manner of Cascade 
Splendor, to which it is related. The 
growth is vigorous with tall stems and 
ideal branching. $7.50 

NUBIAN DANCER 
Fine flaring dark purple. $7.50 

OEDIPUS REX (Zurbrigg ‘55) L. 38” 
Variegata with bright yellow standards and 
rich red falls. $6.00 

OLYMPIC TORCH (Schreiner ‘58) L. 40” 
A glowing light golden-bronze of massive 
size, skyrocket height and ideal branch- 
ing. It possesses lavishly beautiful form 
with crisp cupped standards and broadly 
flaring falls that are delightfully ruffled. 

Net $20.00 

OLYMPUS SKIES (Carlston ‘55) EM. 50” 
Very wide white ground plicata. Lightly 
marked with blue. A lovely iris. $5.00 

OLIVETTE (Jonas ’57) M. 38” 
This is the greenest iris we have seen. 
The standards are citron yellow deepening 
at the base. The falls are olive yellow with 
the beard light cadmium. The flowers are 
large, broad petaled, well formed and ruf- 
fled. $15.00 



ONLY THIS (Craig) M. 38” 
Outstanding orchid iris with beautifully 
shaped blossoms, which are borne in pro- 
fusion on tall, well branched stalks. 

$20.00 

ON PARADE (Crosby ‘56) ML. 32” 
Stunning smooth variegata. Rich yellow 
standards with deep brown-red falls. H.C. 
‘BE Gale BM ieateley $15.00 

ORANGE APRICOT (Muhl. ‘55) EM. 36” 
Between apricot and cadmium yellow. 
Wide, smoothly finished flowers. $5.00 

ORANGE BANNER (D. Waters ‘55) ML. 36” 
Simply huge bi-tone orange-yellow flushed 
cadmium yellow. H.M. ‘55. $12.00 

ORANGE CREAMO (Muhl. ‘55) ML. 38” 

Apricot-orange self with a fine lineage. 
The wide flowers are full and clean. Stalks 

are tall and well branched. $5.00 

ORANGE FRILLS (Suiter ‘54) M. 36” 
Orange apricot self, white area at the tip 

of heavy red beard. Very Lacy. H.M. ‘54. 
$5.00 

ORCHID FINALE (Albrecht ‘57) M. 36” 

Three well spaced branches with two or 

three terminal buds. Blooms last a long 

period of time. Large flowers of excellent 

substance. Falls are large with very wide 

flowers. Bi-tone violet. $5.00 

ORCHID QUEEN (W. Schotmann ‘55) EM. 
40” 

Here is a novelty in orchid and cream. 

The ground color is cream and the falls 

are heavily patterned with lines of orchid 

like wings of an exotic butterfly. Very 

large wide flowers. 5.00 

ORCHID RUFFLES (Schreiner ‘54) EM. 34” 

Orchid lavender self of good substance. 

Petal edges are crimped and lacy. A lovely 

iris. $2.50 

ORIENTAL GLORY (Salbach ‘50) M. 37” 

A brilliant red blend. This has glowing 

mahogany red standards and oxblood red 

falls blended with brown and touched in 

the center with a bright blue blaze. H.M. 

2) $1.50 

ORIENTAL PEARL (Lyon ‘56) ML. 40” 

A light medium shade of oriental pink 

with a flush of light medium coral brushed 

soft spinal pink in the center of the falls. 

The beard is deep orange. Good substance 

and texture. Lovely in form and beauti- 

fully branched. H.C. ‘55. $15.00 

OWYHEE (Suiter ‘56) ML. 34” 

Large red, wonderful parent. $2.00 

OZIE WATERS (Linse ‘56) E. 36” 
Here is something entirely different in 
this line of hybrids, for this big fellow is 

a deep rose-red self, with a brownish 

suffusion at the hafts, old gold beard and 

prominent black signal patch. $15.00 

PAGAN GOLD (Douglas ‘51) M. 36” 
A big, flaring and neatly ruffled flower of 

deepest golden yellow. Substance very 

heavy and finish rich and velvety. H.C. 

‘48 $3.50 

PAGAN ROYAL (Douglas ‘51) M. 38” 

A rich, shimmering violet, slightly toned 

red and black. The form is good with 
flaring ruffled falls and the petals are 

broad and heavily substanced. One of the 

best in the dark purple class. H.M. ‘52. 
$2.50 

PALE CANDLELIGHT (Dr. Branch) M. 32” 

Old ivory self, tangerine beard. $3.00 

PALOMINO (D. Hall ‘52) M. 36” 
A distinct new color combination from 

Mr. Hall’s pink lines. The standards are 

soft ivory with a light infusion and the 

falls are a pale ivory with an all-around 

border of copper amber which widens at 

the hafts te nearly touch the fiery red 

beard. This one we could not be without. 

Am. ‘54. $2.50 

PANAY (McKee ‘55) M. 36” 5 

Standards oyster white edged sparkling 

gold. Wide, flaring falls, domed standards. 

Extra heavy substance. Long blooming 

period. $2.50 

PAPER DOLL (Schreiner ‘56) M. 34” 

This plicata with its narrow halo of orchid- 

rose, its clean contrasty coloration, its 

papery crispness of style, and its sprightly 

carriage is a welcome addition to the 

fanciful plicata class. $5.00 

PARAGON (Stevens ’48) EM. 38” 

In blended tones of cream-pink and lav- 

ender gray, this iris appears to be a near 

opal colored self. A border of coppery 

buff around the falls and a flush of the 

same color in the throat highlights the 

flower. $1.00 

PARTY DRESS (Muhl. ‘51) ML. 36” 

Charming ruffled pink that is very clean 

and clear. Very fine. Am. ‘54. $1.50 

PASTEL SUPREME (Becherer ‘58) M. 36” 

This iris received the blue ribbon at the 

St. Louis show. It has perfect four way 

branching and placement of bloom. Color 

is a mixture of pink and yellow. 
Net $15.00 
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PASTELLA (D. Hall ‘53) M. 34” 
An extra large lavender rose self with a 
rich tangerine beard. $1.50 

PATIENCE (Schortman ‘55) EML. 40” 
Stunning wide magenta with pale lemon 
beard to set it off. A fine garden subject. 
Mano. $7.50 

PATRICIAN (H. F. Hall) M. 36” 
Pure white of flaring form with a decided- 
ly broad overlay of barium yellow on the 
upper part of the falls on each side of the 
yellow beard. The standards are highly 
and firmly domed with smoothly finished 
texture. The falls are very flaring. H.C. 
he Bese Ge $5.00 

PEACHERINO (J. Dolman, Jr. ‘54) ML. 35” 
Peach standards. Falls are warm white, 
lightly edged peach with peach shoulders. 
Beard is peach tangerine. $2.00 

PEACH DELIGHT (Brown ‘57) M. 
From the popular iris Palomino comes this 
lovely clear peach pink with a deep 
orange-red beard. It has golden apricot 
shoulders similar to Palomino. Substance 
good. Falls ruffled and flared. $7.50 

PEACH BROCADE (D. Hall ‘55) M. 34” 
Clear golden tan self. The falls flaring 
and slightly waved. Effect is bright old 
gold. Grows vigorously, makes a beautiful 
elump of rich color. $3.50 

PEACH SHERBET (Craig ‘55) M. 30” 
This fine broad peach pastel flower from 
onco pink bud breeding stands up in all 
weather and blooms profusely. It’s differ- 
ent. $3.00 

PEPPERPOT (Whiting ’54) L. 25” 
Not tall, but a stunning pepper-red with 
lacquer-like finish. H.C. ‘51. $3.00 

PERSONALITY PLUS (K. Smith ‘56) EM. 
35” 

The well domed standards are clear 
flamingo pink. The flaring falls are lilac 
pink set off by a bright tangerine beard. 
The large blooms have firm substance and 
are very broad and ruffled. $7.50 

PERSIAN PATTERN (Craig ‘50) EM. 35” 
Standards gold with olive cast at midrib. 
Falls same with maroon pattern etched 
overall. $1.00 

PERSIAN MOHR (Austin ‘53) EM. 33” 
Standards large, very rounded and silvery- 
violet in color. Falls dark mulberry with 
a rug-like texture and interesting pattern 
of brown markings. Beard golden bronze. 

$1.50 
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PERSIAN ROBE (Sass ‘55) M. 38” 
Fine new blended bi-color—nearly an 
amoena. Standards are pale cream flushed 
rose. Falls are deeper wine red with buff 
pink border. $12.50 

PHOEBUS APOLLO (C. G. White ‘54) EM. 
38” 

Bright yellow of commanding form and 
substance. H.M. ‘55. $10.00 

PHLOX PINK (Linse ’56) E. 36” 
Another new color according to the color 
chart. It is phlox pink with falls shading 
to orchid and adorned with a slight violet 
patch and golden yellow beard. $7.50 

PICTURE BOUQUET (0. Brown ‘56) ML. 
36” 

Charming pink self with coral beard. Large 
flowers. $8.00 

PINAFORE LASS (F. Cook ‘51) M. 38” 
A very novel iris, broad and heavily ruf- 
fled. The color is rich blue-purple and the 
falls have a large splashed center of snowy 
white somewhat like a Japanese iris. 

$1.00 

PINK ACCENT (Pattison 753) M. 40” 
An excellently formed and proportioned 
flower of luscious color tones. Standards 
are blended pink and the falls are milk 
white with pink. H.M. ‘54. $1.25 

PINK CONFECTION (Muhl. ‘53) ML. 40” 
This is a very large, broad petaled and 
nicely ruffled flower of light baby-ribbon 
pink. The falls are lighter than the stan- 
dards and while not a deep color is still 
very pink. $3.00 

PINK ENCHANTMENT (Muhl. ‘54) EM. 
36” 

The deepest and truest in color of any 
pink we have ever seen. The flowers are 
not as large as those of Pink Fulfillment 
or June Meredith nor as well formed, but 
the color alone will simply bowl you over. 
H.M,. ‘54, $22.50 

PINK BOUQUET (D. Hall ’53) M. 30” 
Large ruffled flower of baby-ribbon pink. 
Blooms profusely, creating a real garden 
bouquet. Rapid increaser. $2.50 

PINK CAVALIER (M. Wallace ‘55) M. 38” 
A very fine new pink from the hybridizer 
of Cathedral Bells. The flowers are large 
and the form is excellent. Quite deep in 
color and accented by a very full beard 
of rich geranium-rose. $3.50 



PINK CHIMES (D. Hall ‘57) M. 34” 
A refined Pink Sensation. It is about the 
same size and has the same characteristics 
as that popular variety but is deeper in 
color, much smoother in finish and has 
been noted by some as the pinkest Hall 
iris grown thus far. $6.00 

PINK CLOVER (Whiting 55) ML. 32” 
Deep mallow pink. Flowers are wide and 
full with very heavy substance and satin 
texture. Standards are domed and closed, 
falls semi-flaring. Peach-pink beard. 

$5.00 

PINK FULFILLMENT (Muhl. ’54) ML. 38” 
This is a large, semi-flaring flower of soft 

true pink. The flowers are stylishly formed 
with broad, heavily substanced petals. 

H.M. ‘54, A.M. ‘56. $22.50 

PINK PLUME (Schreiner ‘51) M. 36” 
A broad petaled and exquisitely formed 

orchid-pink. Very popular. A.M. ‘54. 
$1.00 

PINK PINAFORE (Austin ’52) EM. 34” 

A charming pink plicata. Blooms in spring 

and again in the fall. Standards with 

bright yellow ground so completely flush- 

ed and delicately lined as to appear orchid 

pink. $2.25 

PINK POMP (W. Madsen ‘56) ML. 34” 

Here is a completely deep pink self even 

to the beard. One that will give a real 

pink display in the garden. H.C. ‘55. 
$7.50 

PINK MAUVE MOHR (Noyd ’56) M. 36” 

Mauve self overlaid pink. Tangerine beard. 

Mohr type foliage. $5.00 

PINK MOHR (Austin ’56) E. 30” 

Pinkest onco-bred to date with real Mohr 

form. $6.00 

PIN UP GIRL (Noyd ‘56) M. 36” 

Something different. A very nice medium 

size apricot amoena. Standards are creamy 

white. Falls are peachy apricot. $10.00 

PLACERITA (Miess ‘50) M. 36” 

A large flower of glowing tan with a 

heavy sprinkling of gold dust. Lovely. 
$1.50 

PLAINSMAN (Kleinsorge ’58) M. 36” 

The great, flat, large flowers have the 

delightful form of Cascade Splendor. Un- 

usually open in group of three on _espec- 

ially well branched, heavy stems. Color is 

a soft shade of golden tan, tinged apricot. 
Net $17.50 

PLUM LOVELY (Knopf ’56) EML. 40” 
A colored beauty with blue tipped brown 
beard. The form is good with closed stan- 
dards and flaring, wavy falls. The well 
placed blooms are on strong stalks. H.C. 
Lape) $7.50 

PLUMED DELIGHT (Austin ‘55) M. 32” 
Yellow cream washed and veined in gray- 
ish lilac, bordered in pale yellow. Falls 
beautifully rippled. Beard is yellow and 
white extending out along deep violet 
horns. $15.00 

POLAR CAP (Stevens ‘56) M. 36” 
This is an iris of heavy substance. The 
delicate lavender-blue falls afford a clean 
shimmering contrast for a lovely iris. 

$10.00 

PORT WINE (Sass ‘50) ML. 38” 
A very beautiful plicata of rich enamel- 
like white with deep, almost solid, border 
of rich purple. One of the most beautiful 

of all the plicatas. A.M. ‘53. $2.00 

PRAIRIE JEWEL (Sass ‘53) ML. 38” 
The flowers are large with broad petals 

and rather oval in form. Standards are 

well domed and are clear shell pink in 

color, contrasting strongly with the broad 

dahlia red falls. Vivid red beard and a 

gleaming enamel-like finish gives a jewel- 

like finish. H.M. ‘53. $2.50 

PRAISEWORTHY (Muhl. ‘55) ML. 36” 
Different from any other blue iris. Has a 

wonderful flaring form and a smoothness 

that sets it apart. Actually has a tint of 

violet, yet it is a powder blue self. H.C. 

‘SA HiMae0: $3.50 

PRECIOUS DAYS (K. Smith ‘53) EML. 39” 

This new soft blue of tailored form blooms 

over a long period and has great carrying 

power. $1.50 

PRETENDER (Cook ‘51) M. 35” 
A new bi-tone that is entirely different 

in color pattern. The standards are amber 

yellow and the falls are velvety purple 

with a narrow edge of lighter color. Flow- 

ers are large and flaring. H.M. ‘52, A.M. 

istey $2.50 

PRETTY GAY (Plough ‘57) ML. 34” 

A startling pure white with a fiery red 

beard. A real color break from two fine 

parents. There are no haft markings to 

mar its chaste beauty. The petals are wide 

and of good substance. Branching is very 

fine. Fertile both ways. H.M. ‘57. $10.00 

PRETTY QUADROON (Kleinsorge ‘49) M. 
36” 

A very deep metallic brown of fine form 

with broad, flaring, neatly ruffled falls 

and well domed standards. Stunning. A.M. 

relly $2.00 
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PRINCESS ANNE (Lloyd Zurbrigg ‘58) ML. 
36” 

This superb yellow and white bi-colored 
beauty is marked with quality and charm. 
The yellow is very clear and clean. The 
white in the falls is set off by a border 
the same color as the standards. Its falls 
are very wide and ruffled. Substance is 
all that could be desired. Net $30.00 

PRINCE OF MONACO (Kleinsorge ‘56) M. 
38” 

A regal flower in two shades of purple 
heavily suffused brown on the hafts and 
sporting a rich yellow beard. The stan- 
dards are brilliant violet-blue with crinkled 
appearance of a poppy petal. The broad 
falls flare out widely and are waved at 
the edges. A luscious deep violet purple 
which has the appearance of heavy velvet. 

$10.00 

PRIVATEER (Tomp. ‘54) ML. 36” 
A brilliant red self of large size with very 
broad petals and lovely flaring form. The 
finish is velvety and smooth with no haft 
markings and non-fading. A good per- 
former in every way. H.M. ‘54. $5.00 

PURISSAMOHR (Weidner 452) ML. 40” 
A pure white onco-bred of very large size. 
The flower is full formed and_ heavily 
substanced with the standards closely 
domed and the falls broad and flaring. 
Beard is yellow with a crest. Tall and well 
branched. H.M. ‘52. $2.00 

PURPLE HAVEN (Reynolds ‘57) ML. 36” 
This large purple self is rich, free of any 
haft markings and the self beard makes 
it most distinctive. H.C. ‘53. $15.00 

QUADRILLE (Beattie ‘57) EML. 
Large flowers of deep carmine red. Stan- 
dards are a shade lighter. Beard yellow, 
falls ruffled and flared. $12.50 

QUEEN’S LACE (Muhl. ’55) ML. 32” 
Cream-white done up with heaviest laced 
edge. The edge of the petals and beard 
are light yellow. Outstanding. H.C. ‘54. 

$10.00 

QUEEN’S TASTE (G. Douglas ‘52) M. 38” 
The well domed standards are lavender- 
pink and the semi-flaring falls are a rich 
tone of blended red. An intriguing com- 
bination of colors. The flowers are heavy 
substanced. Branching very good. H.M. 
Ba $3.00 

RANCHERIO (DeForest ‘55) ML. 38” 
Large brown of flaring form. Color is 
between sudan and amber. A _ beautiful 
iris. $5.00 

Thirty 

RARE PEARL (Schamm ‘54) EM. 34” 
Cream with tones of pearl and buff which 
fade, leaving a flower of a delicate self 
color. Flaring falls. Hardy and easy to 
OrOW Mabe. $2.00 

RARE GOLD (Carl O. Schirmer ‘58) ML. 38” 
There are many good yellows today but 
none are more brilliant or of better form 
than Rare Gold. The flaring falls have 
good substance and the stalks carry these 
lovely flowers to perfection. H.C. ‘55. 

$10.00 

RASPBERRY ICE CREAM (Muhl. ‘53) ML. 
36” 

Quite a dark and different toned pink. 
$2.00 

RAVEN COUNTRY (Muhl. ’57) L. 34” 
Dark black purple self, including beard. 
Very heaviest substance. Slow and diffi- 
cult) to: grow. H.Goi545-F Mes oe 

Net $20.00 

RAVEN WING (Milliken ‘51) EM. 38” 
Tall dark beauty of good growing habits. 
A beautiful dark iris. $1.50 

REAL GOLD (Austin ‘52) M. 30” 
Glistening gold-buff with the falls slightly 
darker colored and veined soft brown. 
Beard is golden bronze. A beautiful and 
different onco-bred. Exceptionally good 
grower. $3.00 

RED BUTTERFLY (Linse ‘56) M. 40” 
A red, white and gold iris, tall and well 
branched. Standards are rosy-red. Falls 
white lined in dahlia-purple interspersed 
near the hafts with lines of gold. An 
extremely vigorous iris. $7.50 

REGINA MARIA (Hinkle ‘55) M. 36” 
Huge, flaring medium blue with excep- 
tionally full form and elegant smoothness. 
Nicely branched stalks. H.M. ‘55. $15.00 

REHOBETH (DeForest *53) M. 40” 
A clear pale sky blue iris with flowers 
measuring seven inches across. The form 
semi-flaring, the substance leather-like 
and the finish is satiny. H.M. ‘54. $4.00 

REMEMBER ME (Norton ‘53) M. 36” 
Glistening golden tan with rosy flush. The 
heavily substanced flowers have heavily 
crimped and crinkled edges. Strong, well 
branched stalks. A beauty. $1.00 

REVEL (Sass ‘57) 
White with red beard. Net $20.00 



RED CHIEFTAIN (Sass ‘55) M. 36” 
Grand new dark red with a touch of brown 
in the pigment. Petals are wide, form is 
flaring. Will be popular when better 
known. $10.00 

RED VELOUR (Milliken ‘52) M. 38” 
Tall, large, ruffled luminous deep ruby- 
-ed with very velvety falls. $3.00 

RED TANGO (Well ‘56) M. 36” 
New, very hot, terra-cotta red self. The 
full flaring flowers have a coppery irrides- 
cence that gives added brilliance. $7.50 

RIVIERA (Plough ’57) ML. 30” 
Very large dresden yellow self with a blue- 
white flush below the yellow beard. The 
whole flower is very wide and full and is 
heavily ruffled. Well branched and a vig- 

crous grower. $12.50 

RIGHT ROYAL (Wills ‘54) ML. 38” 
This rose or rose-red iris has exceptional 

color saturation and great nicety of form 

with well cupped standards and semi- 

flaring falls. A very large iris of fine sub- 

stance that will open three uncrowded 

blooms at one time. One of the best in 

its color class. $4.00 

RIO VALLEY (Tomp. ‘51) ML. 36” 

Large broad blend of bright golden brown, 

almost a self. Clean and free of markings 

and there is a flash of blue at the tip of 

the beard. Substance is heavy and the 

whole flower is sprinkled with gold dust. 
$2.50 

ROSA BARONE (Lapham ‘51) M. 37” 

A fine new pink of particularly nice color. 

Basic color seems to be creamy ivory with 

an overall flush of pink. Small tangerine 

beard. $1.00 

ROSEBLOOM (Schreiner ‘57) E.M. 36” 

This rose toned iris belongs to the same 

color family as the famous Mary Randall 

and like the latter originates from fla- 

mingo pink breeding. Its soft raspberry- 

rose shade, good height, strong stems are 

similar to Dykes Medal winner Mary Ran- 

dall, but larger and darker. $6.00 

ROSE AMETHYST (Kleinsorge ‘57) ML. 36” 

The flowers are large and perfectly form- 

ed. This new plum colored iris has a rosy 

glow and soft brown hafts. Unique in color 

—not gay but one of subtle richness. 
$10.00 

ROSEDALE (D. Hall ’52) ML. 30” 

Very floriferous salmon pink with a rich 

red beard. Falls are horizontal. A charm- 

ing creation. H.M. ‘54. $2.00 

ROSE GARLAND (Wills ‘54) M. 37” 
Few iris have the perfection of form and 
poise of this very large rose flower. Tall 
and well branched. The firmly substanced 
bloom is a self of rose opal with a touch 

of golden copper at the haft. $4.00 

ROSEMOHR (C. Lewis ‘49) M. 38” 
Light mulberry rose hybrid with different 
Mohr look. The large flowers have broad 

petals, thick substance and a_ metallic 

finish. $1.00 

ROSE SAILS (J. Pierce ‘55) ML. 36” 
A seedling of Memphis Belle that is more 
rose in color and with the same fine grow- 
ing habits. Closed standards and very 
flaring -fallsicH: Cre 32 $7.50 

ROSY VEIL (Sass ‘53) M. 36” 
A beautiful new plicata of exquisite form. 

Ground color is pure white and the mark- 
ings are in the form of a border of rosy 
heliotrope stitching. $3.00 

ROYAL ERMINE (Goodman ’52) ML. 42” 
A very large cream that gives a rich er- 
mine white effect. It’s like thick velvet. 
A real beauty. $1.50 

ROYAL SOVEREIGN (Stevens ‘51) ML. 38” 
Rich deep orange yellow like the coloring 

of a California poppy. It is a true self and 

does not fade. Size, shape and substance 

are excellent. $1.00 

ROYAL WISH (Norton ‘51) M. 38” 
Large, heavily substanced flower with gold 

standards and rose blended falls. Beard is 

bright yellow. Lovely rich coloring. H.M. 

sony $1.00 

RUFFLED APACHE (M. Wallace ‘54) M. 
36” 

Huge blended combination of gold and 

red. Standards are gold, falls are a red 

blend, Both standards and falls are heavily 

laced and ruffled. H.M. ‘54. $5.00 

RUFFLED ELEGANCE (H. M. White ‘55) 
ML. 38” 

Standards petunia violet. Falls Chinese 

violet, margins on both darker. Effect is 

rosy-violet blend. Large flowers well 

branched and a star in any iris garden. 
$7.50 

RUFFLED ORGANDY (Brennan ‘52) EML. 
40” 

lvory cream with opalescent undertone. 

Entire flower is bordered with buff. Flow- 

ers are nicely formed and the broad petals 

are beautifully ruffled. H.M. ‘53. $2.00 
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RUFFLED TAFFETA (Miess ‘54) EM. 40” 
Very light, red-violet self. Wide and full 
and smooth. H.M. ‘55. $6.00 

RUFFLED SKIES (Maxim ‘55) 
Sky blue with that jaunty air. Real sub- 
stance in modern styling and extremely 
ruffled throughout. $10.00 

RUFFLED ‘STARLIGHT (Hamblen ‘56) ML. 
36” 

Wide, ruffled French blue self that makes 
wonderful show stalks. Won the blue class 
at Ogden, Utah and was runner-up for 
Queen. $3.50 

SABBATH MORN (Tomp. ‘55) MVL. 36” 
A large, beautifully formed flower of rich 
ivory-cream with a soft brushing of ochre- 
salmon on the shoulders. The standards 
are broad and well domed and the wide 
falls flare semi-horizontally. The substance 
is heavy and the finish smooth and sleek. 

$3.50 
SABLE NIGHT (P. Cook ‘52) M. 38” 

This is one of the most sensational of all 
the new black iris. The flowers are large 
and full petaled with very heavy substance 
and a smooth finish. The smooth dark 
coloring is slightly undertoned red-purple. 
“A.M. ‘54, Dykes Medal ‘55. $5.00 

SADDLE BROWN (Rees ‘52) M. 40” 
Brilliant, big, polished saddle-brown. 

$1.50 

SAFARI (Plough 755) ML. 30” 
Fancy type washed and striated plicata 
done in warm brown on cream. The heart 
of the flower has a golden glow. $1.25 

SAMITE (Whiting ‘50) ML. 38” 
Large, ruffled, clear white of heavy sub- 
stance with a touch of yellow at the 
throat. White beard tipped yellow. $1.00 

SAPPHIRE SEA (Noyd ‘56) M. 38” 
This is a real blue. Very large, ruffled 
light blue with domed standards and 
waved falls. This extremely fragrant iris 
does not fade in the hottest sun. $5.00 

SARAH LESTER (Rees ‘51) EM. 37” 
A large golden yellow that is among the 
first tall bearded iris to bloom. A bright 
and shining iris you are sure to like. 

$1.50 

SALEM (Schreiner ‘58) ML. 35” 
This iris is so very blue that the last trace 
of violet vanishes. Very much a self even 
to the beard. A little ruffling adds charm 
and sparkle to this perfect iris. Large size 
and beautifully formed flowers. 

Net $12.00 

Thirty-two 

SASSAFRAS (Scott ‘56) EM. 30” 
The peaches and cream iris. Standards are 
pink. Falls are pink at edges to lighter in 
center. The hafts are apricot and the 
beards are geranium red. Substance is 
fine as is the branching. H.M. ‘56. $5.00 

~SEAFARER (Butterick ‘49) M. 36” 
Clear smooth medium blue self that is 
very popular. The flowers are large with 
heavy substance and flaring form. Fine 
low branching. H.M. ‘49. $2.00 

SEA LAVENDER (L. W. Brummitt ‘55) ML. 
40” 

Beautifully formed sea-lavender self. 
$1.00 

SEAMASTER (Sass *56) M. 38” 
Clear medium or moorish blue self. Flow- 
ers are large, nicely waved and well pre- 
sented on tall stalks. H.M. ‘56. $15.00 

SCALAWAG (Beattie ‘57) EM. 
Standards deep yellow. Falls same ral 
with laid on pattern of rich red-brown. 
This gives a plicata-like pattern of the 
red over the yellow. Falls have a clean 
border of yellow. Nicely ruffled. 

Net $17.50 

SCENIC (Plough ‘56) M. 42” 
Part onco beauty. This is a self color of 
mineral violet with upper part of falls 
barium yellow. There is a gold dust glitter 
over the entire flower. Form is flaring and 
ruffly. Substance is leathery and branch- 
ing is good. $2.00 

SCIMITER (Wills ‘54) E. 34” 
Striking rich blend somewhat similar to 
Lady Albright. Medley of brown-rose cop- 
per flushed blue in falls. $5.00 

SEATHWAITE (R. Randall ‘52) ML. 35” 
Form, substance, color and branching are 
the special attributes of this clear blue 
iris. Large, ruffled, light blue. Rather 
darker and better branching than Helen 
McGregor. $5.00 

SENORITA ILSE (G. Rogers ‘53) M. 38” 
Huge, beautifully formed wide _ white. 
HiG es: 5 2a HM a3: $3.50 

SESPE (Walker ‘52) M. 38” 
Flowers are large, nicely flared and a lus- 
cious shade of rich chartreuse. The finish 
is sleek and gleaming. $1.00 

SERENE VALLEY (K. Smith ’52) EM. 40” 
A large, ruffled, light blue self that is 
lighter than Keene Valley and a more 
pure blue in color. Large seven-inch flow- 
ers eit. Ce oike $1.50 



SERENE DUSK (Lyon ‘57) M. 32” 
A petunia purple with a cobalt blue beard. 
There are no other markings on the flower 
to break the solidness of its color. The 
full petals have a velvety texture. $10.00 

SHADRACK (Watkins-Graves) M. 38” 
The broad, highly domed standards are a 
blend of veronica-violet, lightly bordered 
and ruffled with the same elusive color 
of the standards. There is a flush of buff 
at the center of the blooms that is intensi- 
fied by the falls. Yellow beard. A subtle 
blend of buff and lavender. Tall, well 
branched and thoroughly hardy. $5.00 

SHILOH (Wills ’54) L. 35” 
A heavily ruffled blue bi-color of near 
neglecta. Large size and beautiful form. 

Very clean hafts and a snowy white tipped 

beard. $5.00 

SHY MERMAID (Kleinsorge ‘58) M. 40” 

A tall stately rose colored flower with 

tawny russet hafts and style arms. The 

beard is bronze-orange. The falls flare 

widely and are gracefully ruffled and curl- 

ed at the margins. Flowers are large and 

placement along the sturdy, well branched 

stems is ideal. Net $15.00 

SIERRA SKIES (W. Schottman ‘54) EM. 38” 

Large, beautifully formed medium blue 

flowers well placed on tall, strong stalks. 

H.M, ‘54. $6.00 

SILVER CHALICE (Hamblen ’56) EL. 34” 

The color is a gentian blue, shading to 

silvery white at the hafts. The broad, 

ruffled petals are heavily substanced and 

have a finish like crisp taffeta. H.C. ‘55. 
$3.50 

SILVER HAWK (K. Smith ‘54) M. 42” 

Cream self, pale chartreuse overlay. Green 

midrib. Light yellow beard. $5.00 

SILVER STAR (Schreiner ‘55) M. 42” 

Choice light blue iris with classic grace. 

A beauty. $2.00 

SISKHMOHR (Weidner ‘53) M. 36” 

New rich rose-red onco-hybrid with large 

flowers well placed on sturdy stalks with 

three way branching. Foliage resembles 

that of Wm. Mohr. Very Lanett - 

SKY CRYSTAL (Sass ‘55) M. 38” 

This has immense broad petaled flowers 

of beautiful semi-flaring form done in a 

pale blue-white. The substance is very 

heavy and the finish gardenia-like. A real 

beauty. H.M. ‘55. $10.00 

SKY DYE (Mrs. R. Nelson ‘55) 
Beautifully formed, flaring, medium near 
sky blue with domed standards, wide falls 
and smooth finish. Lovely. $3.00 

SKY HOSTESS (Suiter ‘57) ML. 48” 
Smooth flamingo pink with red beard. 

$5.00 

SLICK CHICK (Linse ‘54) ML. 36” 
This seedling of Lady Mohr is really a 
oure white, not gray, and has onco form. 
Fine substance and branching with a white 
beard. Flowers have a green midrib and 
the buds are green. $3.50 

SMILING LIGHT (Tomp. ’54) ML. 38” 

A very large, gleaming violet self of 

smooth medium tone. This has beautifully 

formed flowers with broad petals. The 

standards are well domed and the falls 

flare rigidly horizontal. The finish is sleek 

and satiny and substance is extra heavy, 

giving the bloom great strength of life. 
$7.50 

SMITHSONIAN (Plough ‘56) ML. 36” 
Buds are light blue. Flowers open blue- 

white changing to pure white. The hafts 

are clean and are deep olive. The beard 

is wide and deep tangerine red. This gives 

a red, white and blue effect. A really 

startling color break that you will want 

in the garden. $7.50 

SMOKED SALMON (Muhl. ‘55) EM. 36” 

Large, semi-flaring, heavily substanced 

flowers of smooth apricot with a_ full 

undertone of light orchid-red far more 

lovely than the name implies. $2.00 

SNOW BALLET (Palmer ‘56) EM. 38” 

Crisp ruffled: blue-white with a sparkling 

sheen and a lovely blue flush in the throat 

and styles. Superb substance. H.C. ‘55. 
$7.50 

SNOW DREAM (DeForest ‘56) M. 36” 

Standards white, flushed light violet. Falls 

wide, rounded horizontal and slightly ruf- 

fled white with bright lemon colored 

beard. Blue style arms. A sparkling clean 

flower in an interesting pattern. $6.00 

SNOW GODDESS (Becherer 55) EM. 38% 

Massive, heavily ruffled flowers of rich 

warm white with very broad, thick petals. 

The stalks are strong and tall with wide 

branching and perfect. placement. A real 

beauty. H.M. ‘56. $8.00 

SNOSHEEN (Sass ‘50) M. 36” 

Very beautiful, pure white with broad 

petals and frosty finish. Delightfully ruf- 

fleceet Mes 0: $1.50 
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SOFT ANSWER (Wills ‘53) M. 39” 
New yellow amoena with warm white 
standards and rich yellow falls. Form flar- 
ing. A winsome beauty presented on tall 
well branched stalks. H.M. ‘53. $2.50 

SOLAR MAID (Sass ‘55) ML. 38” 
Rich dandelion yellow self even to the 
beard. The petals are broad, heavily sub- 
stanced and nicely ruffled. Very weather 
resistant. $7.50 

SOLID GOLD (Kleinsorge ‘51) M. 38” 
Intensely colored, deep rich yellow of very 
wide and heavy substance. Very fine and 
impressive. A.M. ‘53. $1.50 

SOO PREME SUE (G. Dubes ’56) M. 38” 
Light violet self, beautifully branched. 
iM ioe. Net $10.00 

SOUTH PACIFIC (K. Smith 54) ML. 40” 
Beautiful blue self. Between pale windsor 
blue and light bright blue. Beard is almost 
white. Standards are well domed and the 
falls flare widely. This iris seems to have 
all good qualities. H.M. ’54. $7.50 

SOUTHWESTERN (F. Cook ’53) M. 36” 
Brilliant copper-rose blend. Actual color is 
blending of magnolia-purple and pecan- 
brown with a lilac blaze. Deep chrome 
‘beard. Flowers are large and stalks are 
well branched. $1.50 

SPANISH FANDANGO (Kleinsorge ’51) M. 
40” 

Bi-color of rich golden tan standards and 
bright velvety red falls. The large, frilly 
blossoms are well displayed on tall, wide 
branched stalks. H.M. ‘52. $1.50 

SPECKLED BIRD (Crandall ’58) M. 
The flower is truly unusual as the onco- 
cyclus from which it descended is some- 
thing really different. Try this one. $5.00 

SPELLBINDER (K. Smith ’52) ML. 34” 
A reverse bi-color with standards and 
underside of flaring falls light naphthaline 
yellow, creating a chartreuse effect. Top 
of falls oyster white with green-gold lines 
at hafts. Entire flower has fluted edge of 
bright yellow gold. $1.50 

SPELLBOUND (Linse ‘51) M. 40” 
Copper-red with golden yellow overlay. 
Flowers are huge and bold with ruffling, 
flaring form, good substance and lots of 
style. Fine grower. The big falls have lots 
of purple coloring. Outstanding. $1.00 

SPOTLIGHT (Schreiner ‘52) ML. 40” 
Rich, deep golden yellow self of intense 
coloring. A tiny white glint below the rich 
beard adds a highlight. $1.50 

Thirty-four 

SPRING FESTIVAL (Hall ’58) M. 36” 
It is not a deep shade of pink but rather 
a definite apple blossom tint with heavy 
geranium red beard. The flowers are very 
large, faultlessly formed and slightly ruf- 
fled. Stems are tall with the blooms widely 
spaced. It has both character and color 
of its own which sets it apart from such 
distinguished varieties as May Hall, Lynn 
Hall and Pink Chimes. Plant growth is 
very. good and increases rapidly. 

Net $20.00 

SPRING MELODY (Miess ‘54) ML. 40” 
Pure, clean dandelion yellow of broad ruf- 
fled, flaring form. This beauty is generous 
with its blooms. Low branching and tall. 
es Ata eecoes fe $5.00 

SPRING SONNET (DeForest 53) M. 38” 
Pure white standards and creamy yellow 
falls on a large petaled flower of flaring 
form. Has tangerine bearded pinks in its 
lineage. $3.50 

SPRINGTIME (Lyon ’57) M. 36” 
The color is refreshing as spring itself. 
Large broad petaled flowers with ruffled 
edges of medium lilac. $7.00 

SPRING WITCHERY (Murray ‘57) M. 40” 
Nice large flowers of good form and sub- 
stance. A picture in delicate beauty. It is 
a chartreuse yellow bi-tone with a cream- 
white area in the center of the falls. Petals 
highlighted by a full blue beard. $5.00 

STARFIRE (Wills “54) EM. 36” 
Beautifully formed yellow with light area 
in falls. Lots of substance and quality. 
GMs 56; $6.00 

STARLIFT (C. Benson ’54) M. 38” 
Tali, ruffled, blue beauty. Cornflower 
blue. Outstanding. H.M. ‘56. $5.00 

STEEPLE CHASE (Craig ‘57) M. 40” 
Intense blue color of a bunch of violets 
and almost as fragrant. It is exceptionally 
smooth and full formed and possesses the 
heaviest substance. $5.00 

STORM WARNING (Schreiner “53) M. 36” 
A large and impressive iris of pitch black 
with a very broad petal and a smooth, 
velvety finish. H.M. ‘54. $2.00 

STORMY SKIES (Plough ‘53) M. 36” 
A most unusual blend of smoky gray and 
buff. The flowers are very large with ex- 
tremely broad petals and slightly ruffled 
falls. A flush of violet just under the full 
yellow beard gives much brilliance to the 
flower. $2.00 



STRIPED BUTTERFLY (Noyd ‘58) M. 
A light blue self with flaring falls which 
are veined darker violet blue. The beard 
is yellow and there isa small amount of 
olive ochre on the shoulders. H.C. ‘57. 

Net $20.00 

STYLISH STOLE (R. F. Johnson ‘56) EM. 
36” 

Medium blue self, blue beard. A lovely 
iris. $7.50 

SUGAR PLUM (Cory ’53) M. 36” 
Soft, creamy pink self with soft yellow 
hafts and yellow beard. Form is flaring 
and substance is heavy. Edges of petals 
are crimped and lacy. H.M. ‘53. $3.50 

SULTRY HOUR (Lothrop ’54) M. 38” 
A tall, striking gray and violet iris with 
heavy substance and four way branching. 

$1.00 

SUMMER SONG (Nesmith ’51) M. 39” 
Self of deep orange buff that is brilliant 
and glowing. The luminous flowers seem 
dusted with gold. Form is good with closed 
standards and almost horizontally flaring 
false AM. 52. $2.00 

SUMMER SUN (Craig ’51) M. 38” 
Very large, full fashioned flowers of rich, 

deep yellow. Strong stalks and excellent 

branching. A stunning iris. $1.50 

SUMMIT (Stevens ‘51) M. 38” 
The darkest of the yellow and white 

amoena. This has silvery white standards 

and dark yellow flaring falls. Very beauti- 

ful. $1.00 

SUNFROST (L. Peterson ‘57) EM. 36” 

Medium size flowers with horizontally 

flaring falls. A lovely yellow amoena with 

white standards and light yellow falls. 

ern O: $15.00 

SUNSET PINK (Murray ‘57) M. 36” 

Rose pink standards, darker rose falls. A 

lovely iris. $5.00 

SURPRISE PARTY (Kleinsorge ’55) M. 36” 

A new combination of colors. Rosy laven- 

der standards and golden apricot falls. 

Pastel hues with definite contrast and 

strong garden value. Good size flowers on 

extra well branched stalks. H.M. ‘56. 
$5.00 

SURRENDER (Tomp. ‘51) ML. 38” 

Off white with bright canary yellow flow- 

ing over the hafts and upper falls, fading 

out in fine plicata-like markings of yellow 

and faint pink. Flowers are large with 

broad petals and tailored form. Entirely 

different. H.M. ‘53. $1.00 

SWAGGER (Lothrop ‘53) ML. 38” 
This dark self of purple black is well 
branched and has a jaunty appearance 
with very large broad flaring velvety falls 
and a yellow beard tipped white. $1.50 

SWAN BALLET (Muhl. ‘55) ML. 40” 
Ruffled, flaring, all white, including white 

tipped beard. H.C. ‘54, H.M. ‘55. $15.00 

SWEET GIRL GRADUATE (Vallette 55) M. 

A large, ruffled and beautifully formed 

shell pink self. The falls carry a faint web- 

like pattern of veining and the petals are 

nicely laced. $3.50 

SWEET ALICE LEE (Suiter ‘57) EML. 38” 

Fluted white self. Nice blue beard. $5.00 

SWEET REFRAIN (D. Hall ’56) M. 36” 

Not only does this pink iris have depth of 

color, it also possesses great width of 

petals and flaring falls. Ruffled, swirling 

petals and deep tangerine beard. Well 

branched. $10.00 

SWINGTIME (F. Crandall ‘57) . 

Beautifully ruffled pale cream of unusual 

substance. Used successfully for ruffled 

and laced seedlings. $5.00 

SWISS CHARM (O. Brown ‘58) 40” 

The conical standards are orchid purple. 

The beard is deep coral. The orchid falls 

are wide and lightly ruffled at hafts, 

gently sweeping down to an outward tilt. 

Branched with many buds. $10.00 

TABASCO (Craig 51) M. 38” 

A massive plicata of deep yellow with 

an all over sprinkling of rich orange-red. 

Strikingly beautiful. H.M. ‘54. $1.00 

TABU (Schreiner ‘54) M. 38” 

Said to be unmatched by any other dark 

iris in color and finish. A near perfect 

self of good ebony blue-black. Large and 

tall with imposing flowers of silken finish. 

H.M, ‘54. $3.00 

TAFFY BROWN (Chandler ‘56) ML. 36” 

A nicely ruffled taffy brown—the color of 

the old taffy brown candy of yesteryears. 

Falls well ruffled with a light flare and 

noticeable blue blaze in center. A yellow 

beard. Standards ruffled same color as 

falls and closed. Good branching. Very 

good substance. $8.00 

Thirty-five 



TAHOLAH (J. M. Gibson ‘56) ML. 36” 
Creamy-yellow plicata of good size and 
superb substance. Standards of a creamy- 
white center with light shades of dusty 
rose, intensifying the tips. Base of stan- 
dards yellow. The deep dusty rose mark- 
ings around the falls lighten with age. 

, $12.00 

TALL CHIEF (DeForest ‘56) M. 36” 
A very bright, rich colored red self with- 
out haft markings. Falls grow out hori- 
zontally with brilliant orange beard. 

$10.00 

TALLY HO (D. Hall ‘49) M. 36” 
A different color pattern in the pink line. 
Color is bright fuchsia, tinted pink with 
upper part of the falls heavily colored 
deep fuchsia purple. Brilliant and gay. 
PEM 2250: $3.00 

TANGERINE SNOW (Austin ‘57) M. 38” 
Nicely formed flowers of good substance. 
A pure white with tangerine beard. $3.00 

TANGIER (Whiting ‘51) M. 36” 
The standards of this beauty are rich deep 
yellow and falls are the deep orange yel- 
low of Rocket colors. Holds much better 
than Rocket. $1.00 

TECHNICOLOR (Whiting ‘50) M. 34” 
Brilliant ruby-red self that is one of the 
nearest to true red. Fine substance, tex- 
ture and form. Branching is quite good 
and the plants are hardy and prolific both 
in bloom and increase. H.M. ‘50. $1.00 

TECHNY CHIMES (Mission Gardens ‘55) M. 
36” 

A large medium yellow with a very bright 
orange beard. The color is so clear the 
flowers have a luminous or crystal-like 
appearance. The orange beard is so bright 
some visitors have called it tangerine. 
Substance of flowers is good. H.M. ‘55. 

$10.00 

TEMPLE BELLS (D. Hall ‘52) M. 36” 
Deep golden apricot with heavy red-tan- 
gerine beard. The large flowers are of 
fine flaring form with heavy substance 
and good texture. Widely branched. Really 
fine. A.M. ‘54. $2.00 

TENSLEEP (K. Moore ‘52) ML. 36” 
Plicata of white heavily marked dark blue. 
No two flowers are marked exactly alike. 
The flowers are large and well shaped. 
Fine branching. $1.00 

TEXAS WAY (DeForest ‘54) M. 34” 
This dark blue one has big, wide rounded 
falls nearly horizontal and wide, closed 
standards. Huge in size. $5.00 

Thirty-six 

THE MAD HATTER (Lyon ‘51) M. 42” 

Unusually tall, deep maroon iris of semi- 
flaring form, great substance and fine 
branching. Fragrant. H.M. ‘51. $1.50 

THE CITADEL (Graves-Watkins ‘54) M. 36” 
Wonderful new pure white that is getting 
rave notices wherever seen. The flowers 
are very large with broad and widely 
spreading falls. Acclaimed to be the 
whitest iris. H.M. ‘54. $7.00 

THE KNOCKOUT (Muhl. ’51) M. 35” 
Rich, golden yellow standards. Falls are 
lighter with deep gold hafts. Charming. 

$1.50 

THUMBS UP (M. Suiter ’58) EM. 36” 
Grand violet-blue. Capitolia seedling with 
the most pronounced signal patch of any 
of this type | have seen. A really fine 
flower with wide flaring falls and good 
substance. $7.50 

THOTMES III (Kleinsorge ‘50) M. 40” 
Smooth, glistening golden tan self with 
light bronze beard. An iris of immense 
size with unusually broad falls and very 
heavy substance. H.M. ‘51. $2.00 

TIMES SQUARE (Tomp. ’56) ML. 36” 
A beautiful new bi-color blend with excel- 
lently tailored form and broad petals. The 
standards are clear light golden copper 
and the falls are rich copper red with 
brown blending and a central flush of 
electric blue. A nice chocolate red throat 
adds to its beauty. A good grower with 
well branched stalks. $10.00 

TOAST AND HONEY (Kleinsorge ‘53) M. 
36” 

Quality tan blend somewhat like Mexi- 
glow. H.M. ‘55. $5.00 

TOM TOM (Craig 55) M. 32” 
Vigorous blended variegata. Falls quite 
wide. This should grow great reds, browns, 
plicatas and variegatas. $12.50 

TOPAZ (Waters ‘54) M. 38” 
A distinctive new iris of copper-brown. 
The standards are flushed with henna 
which gives a slightly bi-tone effect. The 
whole flower shines with great brilliance. 
It is very large with broad petals. Choice. 
H.M. ‘54. $8.00 

TOP FAVORITE (Schreiner *57) ML. 38” 
Here is what may well be the most mag- 
nificent pink iris ever produced. It is a 
refreshing orchid-pink, probably the larg- 
est pink iris in existence. Its form is per- 
fection itself. Its substance leathery to the 
extreme and has a_ stardust sheen. A 
touch of ruffling adds to its beauty 

$10.00 



TOP FLIGHT (D. Hall ‘53) M. 34” 
Luscious deep golden apricot that ap- 
proaches true orange. This color gem is 
set off by a fiery orange-red beard that 
is thick and heavy. H.M. ‘53. $2.00 

TOP HAT (Schreiner 54) ML. 40” 
One of the largest of the dark iris. Flowers 
measure seven inches when expanded. 
The color is very dark even to the beard 
and the finish is very rich and velvety. 
Pie 00, FM onD4, $3.00 

TOTAL ECLIPSE (O. Fay ‘56) M. 45” 

A very large and tall blue black iris with 

a beard which is almost black tipped in 

light blue. A very large and vigorous 

plant. The forty-five inch stems are strong 

and straight with four way branching and 

the terminal produces ten to twelve flow- 

ers on a main bloom stalk. The flowers 

have very good form with closed stan- 

dards and flaring falls. No haft markings 

and very good substance. H.C. ‘54. 
$10.00 

TOWN TALK (Lapham ‘54) M. 35” 

Tall, large, tomato or flame-red self with 

heavy orange-yellow beard. Described as a 

different approach to red. Blooms are of 

large size. $7.50 

TRAIL BLAZER (Milliken ‘50) M. 38” 

Vibrant blending of red mulberry and 

purple with a touch of blue below the 

cinnamon beard. This one is big, bold and 

heavy colored. Very attractive. $1.00 

TRADITION (K. Smith ’53) M. 40” 

A clear lavender-blue self without any 

other color showing at the hafts. The large 

flaring ruffled six inch flowers are excep- 

tionally well spaced on very tall sturdy 

stalks. Reminds one a bit of Violet Har- 

mony in color but is taller and a more 

flaring flower. $5.00 

TRIUMVERATE (Watkins-Graves ‘57) M. 
34% 

Deep black-purple iris. The over-all effect 

is an amazing deep glowing. purple with 

trim, fashioned standards that have a lus- 

trous sheen. The arched and flaring falls 

are very velvety while the black-purple 

beard adds to the ensemble of the flower. 

Very free flowering. Good branching and 

vigorous growth. H.C. ‘55. Net $10.00 

TRIM (McKee ‘56) M. 36” 
Not only is it the reddest iris by actual 

comparison but it completely outshines all 

other red iris in silky smoothness of its 

finish. No venition on the hafts and has 

a glittering that gives it a sparkling sheen. 
$15.00 

TRINITY ALPS (Maxim ‘58) E. 40” 
Rugged as the name implies, withstands 
the strongest winds or rain storms. Blooms 
with onco hybrids. Ideal branching and 
moderately ruffled. $10.00 

TROPICANA (H. Sass ‘57) M. 32” 
Actually the velvety mulberry color over- 

lays a white ground, covering it so com- 
pletely that the white shows up only at 
the hafts and accents the whole pattern. 

A golden brown beard adds just the right 

touch. Branching excellent, substance 

superior and large flowers are gracefully 

ruffled. : $5.00 

TRULY FAIR (Plough ‘56) EML. 48” 
This is a bright medium pink with an 

intense red-tangerine beard. The petals 

are wide and full and have a long-lasting 

quality, HiM.56; $6.00 

TRULY YOURS (O. Fay ’48) ML. 38” 
A huge flower of white with golden hafts. 

Flaring and heavily ruffled. Truly a sen- 

sationa! iris. Dykes Medal ‘53. $2.50 

TULA MOA (Ellen Knopf ‘57) ML. 32” 

Lovely violet bi-tone. This attractive ruf- 

fled iris is truly a feminine flower. The 

light violet standards are nicely ruffled 

and waved. The darker violet falls being 

wavy and ruffled so much as to be up- 

turned. Net $15.00 

TRULY VIOLET (Davidson ‘57) 
This fine deep violet is a real color break. 

The color lightens on the hafts to almost 

white. Beard is white. The whole flower 

is beautifully ruffled and has fine heavy 

substance. H.C. ‘57. Net $10.00 

TWENTY GRAND (Norton ‘53) ML. 36” 

Standards are bright buff-yellow. Falls are 

white with an orchid flush in the center 

and a broad tan-gold border. The beard 

is orange. Edges of the whole flower are 

heavily crinkled and shirred. $2.00 

TWO SNOWS (A. Scott ‘52) M. 40” 

Big ruffled crystalline white with white 

tipped gold beard. Substance and bloom 

placement are good. A real beauty. $1.00 

UTAH SKY (Muhl. ’54) ML. 36” 

A cornflower blue self that is as true a 

blue as anything we have seen. Very 

large flowers with broad oval Deel 

UTAH CREAM (Muhl. ’54) ML. 36” 

A large broad petaled and flaring flower 

of true rich cream. H.M. ‘54. $10.00 
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UNICORN (Austin ‘54) ML. 42” 
The first horned iris. Brilliant mulberry 
standards and snow white falls promi- 
nently edged to match the _ standards. 
Beard is orange-yellow changing to white 
and mulberry. $7.50 

UNITAH (Crosby ’57) EML. 40” 
Large, beautifully formed white with 
broad full standards and ruffled and flar- 
ed falls. White tipped beard. A gorgeous 
flower. Many buds on strong, perfectly 
branched stalks. Net $15.00 

VALGANZA (Brenan ‘53) M. 36” 
Rich bi-color with yellow standards and 
red-purple falls. Some onco blood in its 
background which adds interest. $2.00 

VALLEY DAWN (Lyon ‘57) M. 34” 
This lovely pink cream has the beautiful 
coloring of sunrise. Its oriental pink shad- 
ing, exquisite. texture and free blooming 
habits make it worthy of the high praise 
it has received. H.C. ‘56. $12.00 

VANITY FAIR (D. Hall ’51) ML. 34” 
Clear medium pink with rich red beard. 
Lots of color and quality in this flaring 
beauty. $3.00 

VENGEANCE (Craig ‘58) M. 36” 
From Frosty and Gene Wild comes this 
extremely ruffled, full lavender and 
creamy-white plicata. It is very floriferous 
and there are many large flowers on its 
widely branched stems. It increases very 
rapidly. $5.00 

VEILED IN MYSTERY (Milliken ‘51) M. 
36” 

A large, exquisitely ruffled flower of 
parchment white with metallic-like dust- 
ing of pale olive blue or chartreuse over 
both standards and falls and a striking 
beard of violet. Different. $1.50 

VICTORIA (Whiting ‘55) M. 38” 
This is deep blue purple. The flowers are 
large and of heavy substance and glossy 
texture. The petals are wide, the standards 
closely domed and the falls flaring. The 
hafts are smooth and the deep purple 
beard is very lightly tipped yellow. The 
vigorous plants are healthy and hardy. 

$5.00 
VIKING (Nelson ‘57) EML. 36” 

This huge plicata is distinctly different. 
The whole flower has a white ground dot- 
ted and shaded Dauphin’s violet. The style 
arms are a solid dark violet and are prom- 
inently displayed against the light flower. 
In spite of its great size the flower has 
fine shape and holds itself well. H.C. ‘56. 

$15.00 
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VIOLET GRACE (Wadland ‘55) EM. 36” 
A new Canadian originator of medium 
aster violet with a large blaze of white 
around the beard. The flowers are large, 
broad petaled and very heavy of sub- 
stance. Both the standards and falls are 
nicely ruffled. H.M. ‘55. $8.00 

VIOLET HARMONY (Lowry ‘52) M. 38” 
Large ruffled violet with lighter flush at 
hafts and around the beard. The broad 
blooms have well closed standards and 
semi-flaring falls. The heavy substance 
gives it great weather resistance. Presi- 
dent’s Cup ‘54, A.M. ‘54, Dykes Medal 
Bevis $3.50 

VIOLET HAVEN (Reynolds ‘57) EML. 38” 
Lovely formed violet blue about the color 
of the Kansas wood violet. H.C. ‘55, H.M. 
foee Net $20.00 

VIOLET HILLS (DeForest. ‘56) M. 38” 
A very large flower of excellent substance. 
Nearly horizontal falls. A self of glisten- 
ing fluorite violet with blue tipped beard. 
A clear, clean color. No haft markings. 
A real beauty. Very deep in coloring. En- 
tirely distinct from First Violet. H.M. ‘56. 

Net $17.50 

VIOLET MOHR (Suiter 58) EML. 38” 
Nicely branched, ruffled violet self. Very 
good bloomer. $3.00 

VIOLET RIPPLES (Maxim ’56) M. 36” 
Will be a strong competitor in the violet 
class. Attractive individual style that is 
bound to please. Net $15.00 

VIVEZA (White ‘54) EM. 40” -, 
Brilliant vivid yellow bi-color. Waved and 
crinkled standards of clear empire yellow 
set off by falls of burnt sienna. About 
one-quarter onco blood. Well branched. 

$1.50 

WAR DANCE (Craig ‘52) L. 42” 
A large brilliant red. Fine color and good 
substance. $4.50 

WARM SPRINGS (L. Gaulter ‘54) M. 36” 
Large, ruffled, deep yellow self with beau- 
tiful form. Holds color well in bright sun. 
Flowers well placed on sturdy stalks. Fine. 

$1.00 

WATERMELON (Waters ‘54) M. 36” 
A blending of greenish light lemon and 
deep watermelon pink. Standards are 
slightly lighter than the falls. Large and 
gracefully formed and ruffled. Beard and 
style arms are lighter yellow. H.M. ‘54. 

$7.50 



WAXING MOON (0. Fay ‘57) M. 35” 
Round and full petaled, very clear medium 
light yellow self. With a beard to match. 
No haft mark. The color is so clear that 
this flower radiates a yellow inner light. 
Welle branched, H.C. “54,°H.M. ~57: 

$12.00 

WEDDING BOUQUET (Butterick ‘52) M. 
35” 

Pure white iris with great individuality 
and charm. Domed standards and broad 
ruffled semi-flaring falls. Unopened buds 
and underside of falls are chartreuse. 

PMs 52: $3.50 

WELL CONTENT (J. Wills ‘54) ML. 36” 
Salmon self blended with gold and copper. 

$3.00 

WELCOME GUEST (L. Linse ‘52) M. 38” 

A broad flaring flower of rich amber-gold 

with deeper yellow-gold at the throat and 

on the hafts. Very brilliant. $2.00 

WIDE WORLD (Cook ‘54) M. 36” 

An iris of special interest to hybridizers 

as it brings blood of imbricata into the 

tall bearded lines. A large and very lovely 

reverse blue bi-tone. This has standards 

of pale blue deeper at the base and broad 

flaring falls of pure white, with white 

beard. Excellent stalks. with many buds. 

H.M. ‘54. $10.00 

WINGED GODDESS (Lyon ‘56) M. 36” 

The standards are a very light uranium 

green flushed with bluebird blue on the 

inside base section. Falls are slightly tinted 

in pale uranium green with an overcast of 

very soft bluebird blue. Light mimosa yel- 

low which deepens slightly at the haft 

edges. $17.50 

WITH LOVE (Linse ‘57) L. 36” 
Color is a clear shade of light to medium 

heliotrope and in the center of the broad 

spreading falls, around and below the blue 

tipped yellow beard, it has the most un- 

believably huge dark purple signal patch. 

A thing of beauty. Good substance and 

fair branching. Net $20.00 

WHIMSY (DeForest ‘57) ML. 36” 

Ruffled standards, medium violet brown 

falls. Intriguing from more than one 

angle. A lovely and odd iris. $12.00 

WHITE BOUQUET (Hinkle ’57) ML. 38” 

Huge creamy white self including beard. 

Buds and underside of falls are green. 

Extra wide hafts. Branching and substance 

are good. Net $15.00 

WHITE CINDERELLA (M. Wallace 54) EL. 
39” 

A huge flower of palest blue white with 

broad flaring heavily ruffled falls. One of 

the earliest to bloom. $2.00 

WHITE PEACOCK (Pattison ’52) M. 36” 

Lovely white that is being given much 

acclaim. The large flowers are broad and 

ruffled, showing lots of quality and charm. 

EV 2s $3.00 

WHEEL OF FORTUNE (K. Smith ‘55) ML. 
32°77 

The color of this beauty is a clear butter- 

cup yellow with no other colors to mar 

its loveliness. The flowers are broadly 

formed and generously ruffled. The stan- 

dards are firm and withheld and the falls 

flare widely. $5.00 

WHOLE CLOTH (Cook ‘58) M. 36” 

A new color in amoenas. A distinct and 

most attractive iris with standards clean 

white and falls solid medium blue, the 

color of Blue Rhythm. The beard is white. 

The large flowers—5x5—are of excellent 

form with broad petals and flaring falls. 

Style arms are white flushed very light 

blue. Well branched. Net $20.00 

WIDE AWAKE (Lapham ‘53) M. 36” 

Light buff pink self with very heavy beard 

of flame-scarlet. The standards are well 

rounded and hold together and the falls 

are flaring. There is a slight ruffle to the 

whole flower. Excellent as to form, sub- 

stance and texture. H.M. ‘53. $1.50 

WINGS OF SONG (Whiting ‘53) ML. 34” 

A ruffled and delightful combination of 

pure white and bright yellow. The firm 

closely domed standards are pure dande- 

lion yellow. The widely flaring falls are 

pure white bordered with same yellow as 

standards. $1.50 

WHITE CHARM (Ricker) M. 36” 
Clear, glowing white with crisp texture 

and great beauty. $5.00 

WINTER IMP (Sass 456) M. 36” 

Fine new white of medium size. Accent is 

on form and substance. The many flowers 

are well displayed on a fine stalk. H.M. 

‘50 $10.00 

WITCH DOCTOR (Plough ‘55) EL. 28” 

The standards are blue-lavender with buff- 

ten haft and heart. The falls are faintly 

bordered with buff-tan at bottom. The 

beard is yellow deep down, fading out to 

blue at tip of beard. The flowers are large 

and onco-bred. A real eye opener. $4.00 
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WOODLAND SPRITE (Coppedge ‘57) M. 
34” 

An illusive suggestion of green combined 

with the unusual violet beard tipped with 

blue makes the name chosen most appro- 

priate. A self of dresden yellow-green 

with semi-flaring form, broad petals and 

good branching. $15.00 

WONDERBAR (Schreiner ‘53) M. 40” 

A rich ivory cream of regal form, superb 

branching and large flowers of the finest 

substance. Excellent. $2.00 

YELLOW ORGANDY (Rees ‘52) L. 42” 

Crisp and starchy. It has pale yellow green 

tinged blossoms that are ruffled as to 

appear almost shirred below the hafts. 

YESTERYEARS (Dr. Branch ‘56) M. 36” 
Gorgeous champagne colored blend with 
flaring ruffled and laced falls. Tarnished 
beard. Branching and substance excellent. 
Piha pon HV Os $7.50 

YLEM (Lapham ‘54) M. 36” 
This iris is said to be an advance in true 
red color and is described as a clear red 
self with yellow beard on a medium sized 
flower. $9.00 

YOUNG BRAVE (L. Peterson *56) ML. 34” 
Big, bold, rich, velvety smooth brown 
toned bi-colored red. Heavy stalks carry 
the huge blooms well. The falls are bor- 
dered with a lighter color of the standards. 
Here is a red that does as well in southern 
Calif. as in severe climates. $12.50 

ZULU WARRIOR (Craig ‘54) EM. 40” 
Large ruffled yellow plicata with dense 
wineberry border. Exceptionally fine form 

$2.00 and heavy substance. H.M. ‘54. $10.00 

A. I. S. AWARDS FOR 1958 

— DYKES MEDAL — 

BLUE SAPPHIRE — THE SCHREINERS 

4 2 

y THE AWARDS OF MERIT 

Big=Game eke ea ae Orville W. Fay Melodrama’ 29. ote tise Paul Cook 

GCarnmnelay c.f eee ee teste The Schreiners Patrician, aces. ce oe eee ns Pe oe =) | 

DOTedOSWisSerrcccta sence: .o cu swveueies Henry Sass SNOW: GOddeSSg ee oss ae Jos. C. Becherer 

Eleanor’s Pride -.............-- Edward Watkins SouthePactlicwwaee.-- oa Kenneth D. Smith 

Rleeta gt: sa eee oe Orville W. Fay Laholalete eels een 2 ieee J. M. Gibson 

Galileeic. Acts toe ers Orville W. Fay Vicletsrii sweeee Se ee Fred DeForest 

a dV cINOOTS sesnie- aes cerned Guy Rogers 

KEY TO CATALOG 

STANDARDS picp entra ster tes ra, pect Pe ener a aes Upright petals 

ALAS erste Beet tetera pce thee eee ee Ameen ee eee Lower petals 

AMOEN Age rarer scl ee es, White standards, dark falls 

Forty 

MARILEGAGTEA iment gee Yellow standards, dark falls 

PLICATA? ge seen Color stippled on white or yellow ground 

BEEN Digerr 2 eee tae en Combination of two or more colors 

BI-COL ORB aie ee es ee ot eee ee ar ed Flower of two colors 

SEL ES aie Ne Cel CEN Sipe” teen, Sond nhs Uniform color 

TT EAOR ESS Se peeens |e wOmemsaiee. Pk) Negara pt) Sele Sg Finish of petals 

SUBS LAING Ea SaiereL <2. 1 seven oy. emer Thickness of petals 

HEM fae dc eater 2a eee 2 Honorable Mention by A. |. S. 

ASIV\Sa rete de aan: Een apne a Award of Merit by A. I. S. 

DIES t WED A ire oe: eros ere re Highest award by A. |. S. 
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